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Abstract. This article is part introduction and part survey to the
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This article is a mixture of an introduction to local cohomology, and a
survey of the recent advances in the area, with a view towards relations to
other parts of mathematics. It thus proceeds at times rather carefully, with
definitions and examples, and sometimes is more cursory, aiming to give the
reader an impression about certain parts of the mathematical landscape. As
such, it is more than a reference list but less than a monograph. One possible
use we envision is as a guide for a novice, such as a beginning graduate
student, to get an idea what the general thrust of local cohomology is, and
where one can read more about certain topics.
While the article is rather much longer than originally anticipated, several
active areas that interact with local cohomology have been left out. For
instance, we refer the reader to [Har67, Sch82b, Sch98] for connections with
dualizing complexes which are not discussed in this article. What we have
put into the article is driven by personal preferences and lack of expertise;
we apologize to those offended by our choices.
Over time, several excellent survey articles on local cohomology and re-
lated themes have been written, and we strongly recommend the reader
study the following ones. One should name [Lyu02] on the state of the
art 20 years since, the article [NnBWZ16] specifically geared at Lyubeznik
numbers, and the survey [Hoc19].
In the more expository direction, we and many others have been fortunate
to be able to study Hochster’s unpublished notes (available on his website)
and Huneke’s point of view in [Hun07]. These notes come with our high-
est recommendations and have strongly influenced us and this article. For
treatment de-emphasizing Noetherianness we point at [SS18].
We close this thread of thoughts with mentioning the books concerned
with local cohomology as main subject: the original account of Grothendieck
as recorded by Hartshorne [Har67], the classic [BS98] by Brodmann and
Sharp, and the outgrowth [ILL`07] of a summer school on local cohomology.
Some words on the prerequisites for reading this article are in order.
Inasmuch as pure commutative algebra is concerned, we imagine the reader
be familiar with the contents of the book by Atiyah and Macdonald [AM69]
or an appropriate subset of the book by Eisenbud [Eis95]. For homological
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algebra one should know about injective and projective resolutions, Ext and
Tor and the principles of derived functors, and perhaps a bit about spectral
sequences at the level of Rotman [Rot09]. Hartshorne’s opus [Har77] covers
all that is needed on varieties, schemes and sheaves in chapters 1-3.
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1. Introduction
Notation 1.1. Throughout, A will denote a commutative Noetherian ring.
On occasion, A will be assumed local; then its maximal ideal is denoted by
m and the residue field by k.
We reserve the symbol R for the case that A is regular, while M will
generally denote a module over A. ˛
Definition 1.2. For an ideal I Ď A the (left-exact) section functor with sup-
port in I (also called the I-torsion functor) ΓIp´q and the local cohomology
functors H‚I p´q with support in I are
ΓI : M ❀ tm P M |Dℓ P N, Iℓm “ 0u
and its right derived functors H‚I p´q. Since ΓIp´q is left exact, ΓIp´q agrees
with H0I p´q. ˛
Local cohomology was invented by Grothendieck, at least in part, for the
purpose of proving Lefschetz and Barth type theorems (comparisons be-
tween a smooth ambient variety and a possibly singular subvariety). The
idea rests on the fact, already exploited by Serre in [Ser55], that the geom-
etry of projective varieties is encoded in the algebra of its coordinate ring.
Grothendieck makes it clear in his Harvard seminar that, for this purpose,
studying general properties of the concept of local cohomological dimension
is of great importance [Har67, p. 79].
Definition 1.3. The local cohomological dimension lcdApIq of the A-ideal
I is
lcdApIq “ maxtk P N | HkI pAq ‰ 0u.
One can show, using long exact sequences and direct limits, thatH
ąlcdpIq
I pMq
vanishes for every A-module M . ˛
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It is an essential feature of the theory of local cohomology and its appli-
cations that there are several different ways of calculating HkI pMq for any
A-module M , all compatible with natural functors. We review briefly three
other approaches; for a more complete account we refer to [ILL`07].
1.1. Koszul cohomology. Let x P A be a single element and consider
the multiplication map A
xÝÑ A by x, also referred to as the cohomological
Koszul complex K‚pA;xq, so the displayed map is a morphism from position
0 to position 1 in the complex. We write H ipA;xq for the cohomology
modules of this complex.














which induces maps on the cohomology level, x : H ipA;xℓq ÝÑ H ipA;xℓ`1q
and hence a direct system of cohomology modules over the index set N. It
is an instructive exercise (using the fact that N is an index set that satisfies:
for all n, n1 P N there is N P N exceeding both n, n1) to check that the direct
limit limÝÑℓH
kpA;xℓq agrees with the local cohomology module HkpxqpAq.
If M is an A-module and the ideal I is generated by x1, . . . , xm then to
each such generating set there is a cohomological Koszul complex




whose cohomology modules are denoted H‚pM ;x1, . . . , xmq. Again, one can
verify that replacing each xi by powers of themselves leads to a tower of
complexes whose direct limit has a cohomology that functorially equals the
local cohomology H‚I pMq. In particular, it is independent of the chosen
generating set for I.
1.2. The Čech complex. Inspection shows that the direct limit of the
tower A
xÝÑ A xÝÑ A xÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ is functorially equal to the localization
Arx´1s which we also write as Ax. Thus, the limit complex to the tower
(1.1.0.1) is the localization complex A ÝÑ Ax. In greater generality, the
module that appears in the limit complex Č‚pM ;x1, . . . , xmq of the tower
K‚pM ;x1, . . . , xmq ÝÑ K‚pM ;x21, . . . , x2mq ÝÑ K‚pM ;x31, . . . , x3mq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
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in cohomological degree k is the direct sum of all localizations of M at k of
the m elements x1, . . . , xm. Hence,
Č‚pM ;x1, . . . , xmq “ limÝÑℓK
‚pM ;xℓ1, . . . , xℓmq
and a corresponding statement links the cohomology modules on both sides.
The point of view of the Čech complex provides a useful link to projective
geometry. Indeed, suppose I Ď R “ Krx1, . . . , xns is the homogeneous ideal
defining the projective variety X in PnK. Then the cohomological dimension
cdpUq of U “ PnKzX, the largest integer k for which HkpU,´q is not the zero
functor on the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on U , equals lcdRpIq ´ 1.
This follows from the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ ΓIpMq ÝÑ M ÝÑ
à
kPZ




ipPnKzX, M̃pkqq “ H i`1I pMq for any R-module
M with associated quasi-coherent sheaf M̃ .
1.3. Limits of Ext-modules. Again, let I “ px1, . . . , xmq be an ideal of
A. The natural projections A{Iℓ`1 ÝÑ A{Iℓ lead to a natural tower of mor-
phisms ExtkApA{I,Mq ÝÑ ExtkApA{I2,Mq ÝÑ ExtkApA{I3,Mq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ . An
exercise involving δ-functors (also known as connected sequences of functors)
shows that the direct limit of this system functorially agrees with HkI pMq.
We have thus the functorial isomorphisms
HkI pMq » limÝÑℓH
kpM ;xℓ1, . . . , xℓmq » HkČ‚pM ;x1, . . . , xmq » limÝÑℓ Ext
k
ApA{Iℓ,Mq
for all choices of generating sets x1, . . . , xm for I.
Remark 1.4. (1) The derived functor version of local cohomology shows
that H‚I p´q and H‚Jp´q are the same functor whenever I and J have the
same radical.
(2) It follows easily from the Čech complex interpretation that local co-
homology satisfies a local-to-global principle: for any multiplicatively closed
subset S of A one has S´1 ¨H iIpMq “ H iIpS´1AqpS´1Mq, and so in particular
H iIpMq “ 0 if and only if H iIAppMpq “ 0 for all p P SpecA.
(3) If I is (up to radical) a complete intersection in the localized ring Ap,
then HkI pAq bA Ap is zero unless k “ htpIApq. If R is a regular local ring
and I reduced then I is a complete intersection in every smooth point. It
follows that for equidimensional I the support of HkI pRq with k ą htpIq only
contains primes p contained in the singular locus of I.
(4) It is in general a difficult question to predict how the natural maps
ExtkApA{Iℓ,Mq ÝÑ HkI pMq and HkpM ;xℓ1, . . . , xℓmq ÝÑ HkI pMq behave;
some information can be found in [EMS00, SW07, BBL`19, MSW21].
(5) If φ : A1 ÝÑ A is a ring morphism, and ifM is an A-module and I 1 an
ideal of A1, then there is a functorial isomorphism between HkI 1pφ˚Mq and
φ˚pHkI 1ApMqq, where φ˚ denotes restriction of scalars from A to A1. The
easiest way to see this is by comparison of the two Čech complexes involved.
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˛
Remark 1.5. Let I be an ideal of a Noetherian commutative ring A. A
sequence of ideals tIku is called cofinal with the sequence of powers tIku if,
for all k P N, there are ℓ, ℓ1 P N such that both Iℓ Ď Ik and Iℓ
1 Ď Ik.






ExtiRpR{Ik,Mq “ H iIpMq.
This provides one with the flexibility of using sequences of ideals other than
tInu. In characteristic p ą 0, the sequence of ideals defined next plays an
extraordinary part in the story.
Let A be a Noetherian commutative ring of prime characteristic p and
I be an ideal of A. The e-th Frobenius power of I, denoted by Irp
es, is
defined to be the ideal generated by the pe-th powers of all elements of I.
Since the Frobenius endomorphism A
aÞÑapÝÝÝÑ A is a ring homomorphism,
Irp
es “ pfpe1 , . . . , f
pe
t q for every set of generators tf1, . . . , ftu of I.
It is straightforward to check that tIrpesu is cofinal with tIku since A is
Noetherian and thus I is finitely generated. ˛
1.4. Local duality. Matlis duality over a complete local ring pA,m,kq pro-
vides a one-to-one correspondence between the Artinian and the Noetherian
modules over A; in both directions it is given by the functor
DpMq :“ HomApM,EApkqq
of homomorphisms into the injective hull of the residue field.1 Of course, one
can in principle applyDp´q to any module, but the propertyDpDpMqq “ M
is likely to fail when M does not enjoy any finiteness condition.
A natural question is what the result of applying Dp´q to H impAq should
be or, more generally, how to describeDpH impMqq for Noetherian A-modules
M . It turns out that when A “lends itself to duality”, then this question
has a pleasing answer:
Theorem 1.6. Suppose pA,m,kq is a local Gorenstein ring. Then
DpH impMqq – Ext
dimpAq´i
A pM,Aq
for every finitely generated A-module M .
The original version is due to Grothendieck [Har67], and then expanded
in Hartshorne’s opus [Har66]. As it turns out, there are extensions of local
duality to Cohen–Macaulay rings with a dualizing module, and yet more
generally to rings with a dualizing complex. Duality on formal or non-
Noetherian schemes and other generalizations are discussed in [ATJLL99].
1Strictly speaking, one should write DAp´q, but in all cases the underlying ring will
be understood from the context.
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In particular, Chapter 4 of [Har66] contains a discussion on Cousin com-
plexes and their connection to local cohomology, that we do not have the
space to give justice to. Further accounts in this direction can be found in
[Sha69, Sha77, Sch82b, Lip02].
2. Finiteness and vanishing
2.1. Finiteness properties. In general local cohomology modules are not
finitely generated. For instance, the Grothendieck nonvanishing theorem
says:
Theorem 2.1. Let pA,mq be a Noetherian local ring and M be a finitely
generated A-module. Then H
dimpMq
m pMq is not finitely generated.
Finiteness is more unusual yet than this theorem indicates. For example,
over a ring R of polynomials over C, a local cohomology module HkI pRq is
a finite R-module precisely if I “ 0 and k “ 0, or if HkI pRq “ 0. This
lack of finite generation prompted people to look at other types of finiteness
properties, and in this section we survey various fruitful avenues of research
that pertain to finiteness.
In [Gro68, expose 13, 1.2] Grothendieck conjectured that, if I is an ideal
in a Noetherian local ring A, then HomApA{I,HjI pAqq is finitely generated.
Hartshorne refined this finiteness of HomApA{I,HjI pAqq and introduced the
notion of cofinite modules in [Har70].
Definition 2.2. Let A be a Noetherian commutative ring and I Ď A
an ideal. An A-module M is called I-cofinite if SuppApMq Ď V pIq and
ExtiApA{I,Mq is finitely generated for all i. ˛
In [Har70] Hartshorne constructed the following example which answered
Grothendieck’s conjecture on finiteness of HomApA{I,HjI pMqq in the nega-
tive.
Example 2.3. Let k be a field and put A “ krx,y,u,vspxu´yvq . Set a “ px, yq and
m “ px, y, u, vq. Then HomApA{m,H2a pAqq is not finitely generated and
hence neither is HomApA{a,H2a pAqq.
We note in passing, that while the socle dimension of H2a pAq is infinite, it
is nonetheless a finitely generated module over the ring of k-linear differential
operators on A, [Hsi12]. ˛
The ring A in Hartshorne’s example is not regular; one may ask whether
local cohomology modules H iIpRq of a Noetherian regular ring R are I-
cofinite. Huneke and Koh showed in [HK91] that this is not the case even
for a polynomial ring over a field.
Example 2.4. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and let R “ krx1,1, . . . , x2,3s
be the polynomial ring over k in 6 variables. Set I to be the ideal generated
by the 2 ˆ 2 minors of the matrix pxijq.
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The geometric origins and connections of this example, including a dis-
cussion of the interaction of the relevant local cohomology groups with de
Rham cohomology and D-modules, can be found in Examples 2.14, 4.8 and
Remark 4.9. In particular, Example 4.8 discusses that H3I pRq is isomorphic
to the injective hull of k over R, which means that HomRpR{I,H3I pRqq is
the injective hull of k over R{I and thus surely not finitely generated. ˛
Huneke and Koh further proved in [HK91] that:
Theorem 2.5. Let R be a regular local ring and I be an ideal in R. Set
b to be the biggest height of any minimal prime of I and set c “ lcdRpIq,
compare Definition 1.3.
(1) If R contains a field of characteristic p ą 0 and if j ą b is an integer
such that HomRpR{I,HjI pRqq is finitely generated, then H
j
I pRq “ 0.
(2) If R contains Q then HomRpR{I,HcI pRqq is not finitely generated.
In Example 2.4, it turns out that the socle HomRpR{m,H3I pRqq of H3I pRq
is finitely generated. It is natural to ask whether the socle of local cohomol-
ogy of a Noetherian regular ring is always finitely generated; as a matter of
fact this was precisely [Hun92a, Conjecture 4.3].
In [Hun92a], Huneke proposed a number of problems on local cohomology
which guided the study of local cohomology modules for decades.
Problem 2.6 (Huneke’s List).
1. When is HjI pMq “ 0?
2. When is HjI pMq finitely generated?
3. When is HjI pMq Artinian?
4. If M is finitely generated, is the number of associated primes of
H
j
I pMq always finite?
˛
Huneke remarked that “all of these problems are connected with another
question:
5. What annihilates the local cohomology module HjI pMq?”
More concretely, Huneke conjectured:
Conjecture 2.7 (Conjectures 4.4 and 5.2 in [Hun92a]). Let R be a regular
local ring and I be an ideal. Then
(1) the Bass numbers ExtiRppκppq,H
j
I pRpqq are finite for all i, j, and
prime ideals p, and
(2) the number of associated primes of HjI pRq is finite for all j.
˛
Later in [Lyu93b] Lyubeznik conjectured further that the finiteness of
associated primes holds for local cohomology of all Noetherian regular rings.
Substantial progress has been made on these conjectures. If the regular
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ring has prime characteristic p ą 0, then these conjectures were completely
settled by Huneke and Sharp in [HS93]; in equi-characteristic 0, Lyubeznik
proved these conjectures for two large classes of regular rings in [Lyu93b];
for complete unramified regular local rings of mixed characteristic, these
conjectures were first settled by Lyubeznik in [Lyu00b] (different proofs can
also be found in [NnB13] and [BBL`14]). The finiteness of associated primes
of local cohomology was also proved in [BBL`14] for smooth Z-algebras. We
summarize these results as follows.
Theorem 2.8. Assume that R is
(1) a Noetherian regular ring of characteristic p ą 0, or
(2) a complete regular local ring containing a field of characteristic 0, or
(3) regular of finite type over a field of characteristic 0, or
(4) an unramified regular local ring of mixed characteristic, or
(5) a smooth Z-algebra.
Then the Bass numbers and the number of associated primes of HjI pRq are
finite for every ideal I of R and every integer j.
Remark 2.9. When R is a smooth Z-algebra, then finiteness of Bass num-
bers was not addressed in [BBL`14]. However, one can conclude readily
from the unramified case in [Lyu00b] as follows. The Zariski-local structure
theorem for smooth morphism says that Z ÝÑ R factors as a composition
of a polynomial extension and a finite etale morphism, which implies that
locally R is an unramified regular local ring of mixed characteristic. Since
the finiteness of Bass numbers is a local problem, the desired conclusion
follows from the results in [Lyu00b]. ˛
Conjecture 2.7 is still open when R is a ramified regular local ring of
mixed characteristic. Theorem 2.8(1) was proved in [HS93] using proper-
ties of the Frobenius endomorphism; this approach was later conceptualized
by Lyubeznik to his theory of F -modules in [Lyu97]. The proof of The-
orem 2.8(2)-(5) uses D-modules (i.e. modules over the ring of differential
operators). Both F -modules and D-modules will be discussed in the sequel.
For a non-regular Noetherian ring A, if dimpAq ď 3 ([Mar01]), or if A is
a 4-dimensional excellent normal local domain ([HKM09]), then the number
of associated primes of HjI pMq is finite for every finitely generated A-module
M , for every ideal I and for all integers j. Once the restriction on dimpAq is
removed, then the number of associated primes of local cohomology modules
can be infinite; such examples have been discovered in [Sin00, Kat02, SS04].
Note that all these examples are hypersurfaces; the hypersurface in [SS04]
has rational singularities.
As local cohomology modules may have infinitely many associated primes
in general, one may ask a weaker question ([HKM09, p. 3195]):
Question 2.10. Let A be a Noetherian ring, I be an ideal of A and M be a
finitely generated A-module. Does HjI pMq have only finitely many minimal
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associated primes? Or equivalently, is the support of HjI pMq Zariski-closed?
˛
It is stated in [HKM09] that “this question is of central importance in
the study of cohomological dimension and understanding the local-global
properties of local cohomology”.
When dimpAq ď 4, then Question 2.10 has a positive answer due to
[HKM09]. If µpIq denotes the number of generators of I and A has prime
characteristic p, it was proved and attributed to Lyubeznik in [Kat06] that
H
µpIq
I pAq has a Zariski-closed support. When A “ R{pfq where R is a
Noetherian ring of prime characteristic p with isolated singular closed points,
it was proved independently in [KZ18] and in [HNnB17] that HjI pAq has a
Zariski-closed support for every ideal I and integer j.
A classical result in commutative algebra (c.f. [BH93, Theorem 3.1.17])
says that if A is a Noetherian local ring and M is a finitely generated A-
module M that has finite injective dimension, then
dimpMq ď injdimApMq “ depthpAq
where injdimApMq denotes the injective dimension of M over A. Interest-
ingly, for local cohomology modules over regular rings, the inequality seems
to be reversed. More precisely, the following was proved in [HS93] and
[Lyu93b]
Theorem 2.11. Assume that R is
(1) a Noetherian regular ring of characteristic p ą 0, or
(2) a complete regular local ring of characteristic 0, or
(3) regular of finite type over a field of characteristic 0.
Then
injdimRpHjI pRqq ď dimpSuppRpH
j
I pRqqq
for every ideal I and integer j.
In [Put14], Puthenpurakal showed that if R “ krx1, . . . , xns where k is
a field of characteristic 0 then injdimRpHjI pRqq “ dimpSuppRpH
j
I pRqqq for
every ideal I. Later this was strengthened in [Zha17, Theorem 1.2] as follows:
assume that either R is a regular ring of finite type over an infinite field of
prime characteristic p and M is an F -finite F -module, or R “ krx1, . . . , xns
where k is a field of characteristic 0 andM is a holonomic2 D-module. Then
injdimRpMq “ dimpSuppRpMqq.
Subsequently [SZ19] proved that, if M is either a holonomic D-module
over a formal power series ring R with coefficients in a field of character-
istic 0, or an F -finite F -module over a Noetherian regular ring R of prime
2The notions of holonomic D-modules and F -finite F -modules will be explained in the




dimpSuppRpMqq ´ 1 ď injdimRpMq ď dimpSuppRpMqq.
When the regular ring R does not contain a field, the bounds on injective
dimension of local cohomology modules of R are different. In [Zho98], Zhou
proved that, if pR,mq is an unramified regular local ring of mixed character-
istic and I is an ideal of R, then injdimRpHjI pRqq ď dimpSuppRpH
j
I pRqqq`1
and injdimRpH imHji pRqq ď 1. Moreover, it may be the case that injdimRpH imH
j
i pRqq “
1, as shown in [HNnBPW19, DSZ19].
2.2. Vanishing. Problem 1 in Huneke’s list of problems in [Hun92a] asks:
when is HjI pMq “ 0? Vanishing results on local cohomology modules have
a long and rich history. Note that HjI pMq “ 0 for all j ą t and all A-
modules M if and only if HjI pAq “ 0 for j ą t. Recall the notion of local
cohomological dimension from Definition 1.3. For a Noetherian local ring
A, we set
mdimpAq “ mintdimpA{Qq | Q is a minimal prime of Au
and we write embdimpAq for the embedding dimension (the number of gen-
erators of the maximal ideal) of a local ring A. For an ideal I of A, we
set
cApIq “ embdimpAq ´ mdimpA{Iq.
Note that if A is regular then cApIq is called the big height, i.e. the biggest
height of any minimal prime ideal of I.
We now summarize the most versatile vanishing theorems on local coho-
mology.
‚ (Grothendieck Vanishing) Let A be a Noetherian ring and M be
a finitely generated R-module. Then HjI pMq “ 0 for all integers
j ą dimpMq and ideals I. In particular, this implies that lcdApIq ď
dimpAq for all ideals I.
‚ (Hartshorne–Lichtenbaum Vanishing) Let pA,mq be a Noetherian
local ring and I be an ideal of R. Then lcdApIq ď dimpAq ´ 1 if
and only if dimpÂ{pIÂ ` P qq ą 0 for every minimal prime P of Â
such that dimpÂ{P q “ dimpAq, where Â denotes the completion of
A. In particular, this implies that if A is a complete local domain
and I ‰ m then lcdApIq ď dimpAq ´ 1. cf. [Har68].
‚ (Faltings Vanishing) Let R be a complete equi-characteristic regular
local ring with a separably closed residue field. Then






cf. [Fal80]. 3 This is bound is sharp according to [Lyu85].
3This is the floor function txu “ maxtk P Z, k ď xu.
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‚ (Second Vanishing Theorem) Let R be a complete regular local ring
that contains a separably closed coefficient field and I be an ideal.
Then lcdRpIq ď dimpRq ´ 2 if and only if dimpR{Iq ě 2 and the
punctured spectrum of R{I is connected.
A version of this vanishing theorem for projective varieties was first
obtained by Hartshorne in [Har68, Theorem 7.5] who coined the
name ‘Second Vanishing Theorem’. The local version stated here
was left as a problem by Hartshorne in [Har68, p. 445]. Subsequently,
this theorem was proved in prime characteristic in [PS73], in equi-
characteristic 0 in [Ogu73] (a unified proof for equi-characteristic
regular local rings can be found in [HL90]), and for unramified reg-
ular local rings in mixed characteristic in [Zha21b].
‚ (Peskine–Szpiro Vanishing) Let pR,mq be a Noetherian regular local
ring of prime characteristic p and I be an ideal. Then lcdRpIq ď
dimpRq ´ depthpR{Iq, cf. [PS73].
‚ (Vanishing via action of Frobenius) Let pR,mq be a regular local ring
of prime characteristic p and I be an ideal. Set d “ dimpRq. Then
H
j
I pRq “ 0 if and only if the Frobenius endomorphism on H
d´j
m pR{Iq
is nilpotent. cf. [Lyu06b].
There have been various extensions of the vanishing theorems mentioned
above. Most notably, [HL90] initiated an investigation on finding bounds of
local cohomological dimension under topological and/or geometric assump-
tions. For instance, [HL90, Theorem 3.8] asserts that if A is a complete
local ring containing a field and I is a formally geometrically irreducible
ideal such that 0 ă cApIq ă dimpAq then






Furthermore, if A{I is normal then











The bound on cohomological dimension in (2.2.0.1) was later extended to
reducible ideals in [Lyu07] as follows.
Theorem 2.12. Let pA,m,kq be a d-dimensional local ring containing k.
Assume d ą 1. Let c be a positive integer, let t “ tpd ´ 2q{cu and v “
d ´ 1 ´ tpd´ 2q{cu. Let I be an ideal of A with cpIÂq ď c. Let B be the
completion of the strict Henselization of the completion of A. Let I1, . . . , In
be the minimal primes of IB and let P1, . . . , Pm be the primes of B such that
dimpB{Piq “ d. Let ∆i be the simplicial complex on n vertices t1, 2, . . . , nu
such that a simplex tj0, . . . , jsu belongs to ∆i if and only if Ij0 `¨ ¨ ¨`Ijs `Pi
is not mB-primary. Let H̃t´1p∆i; kq be the pt´1qst singular homology group
of ∆i with coefficients in k. Then lcdApIq ď v if and only if H̃t´1p∆i; kq “ 0
for every i.
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We ought to point out that the simplicial complex introduced in Theorem
2.12 has spurred a line of research on connectedness dimension, cf. [KLZ16],
[DT16], [NnBSW19], [Var19].
Also, [DT16] shows that the same bound as in (2.2.0.1) holds when A is
a complete regular local ring containing a field such that A{I has positive
dimension and satisfies Serre’s condition pS2q. This result is in the spirit of
a question raised by Huneke in [Hun92a].
Question 2.13 (Huneke). Let R be a complete regular local ring with sepa-
rably closed residue field and I be an ideal of R. Assume that R{I satisfies
Serre’s conditions pSiq and pRjq. What is the maximal possible cohomolog-
ical dimension for such an ideal? ˛
In the same spirit as Huneke’s Question 2.13, one may ask the possibility
of an implication
rdepthRpR{Iq ě ts
?ùñ rlcdRpIq ď dimpRq ´ ts.(2.2.0.2)
In prime characteristic p, such implication holds due to Peskine–Szpiro
Vanishing. On the other hand, Peskine–Szpiro Vanishing can fail in charac-
teristic 0.
Example 2.14. Let R be the polynomial ring in the variables x1,1, . . . , x2,3
over the field K, localized at x “ px1,1, . . . , x2,3q. Let I be the ideal of
maximal minors of the matrix pxi,jq. Then I is the radical ideal associated
to the 4-dimensional locus V of the 2ˆ 3 matrices of rank one, which agrees
with the image of the map K2 ˆ K3 ÝÑ K2ˆ3 that sends pps, tq, px, y, zqq
to pxs, ys, zs, xt, yt, ztq. In particular, I is the prime ideal associated to the
image of the Segre embedding of P1K ˆ P2K ãÑ P5K.
Thus I is 3-generated of height 2 “ 6 ´ 4, and in fact R{I is Cohen–
Macaulay of depth 4. Since the origin is the only singular point of V ,
the local cohomology groups HkI pRq are supported at the origin for k ‰ 2
and zero for k R t2, 3u. Cohen–Macaulayness of R{I forces the vanishing
of HkI pRq for k ‰ 2 in prime characteristic, but if the characteristic of K
is zero then H3I pRq is actually nonzero. For a computational discussion
involving D-modules see [Oak97, Wal99, OT01, Wal02]. We will return to
this situation in Example 4.8. ˛
In Example 2.14, depthpR{Iq “ 4 but H3I pRq ‰ 0. This shows that
the implication (2.2.0.2) can fail in characteristic 0 when t ě 4. When
t ď 2, the implication (2.2.0.2) holds due the Second Vanishing Theorem and
the Hartshorne–Lichtenbaum Theorem. The case t “ 3 is not completely
settled, but there have been positive results. In [Var13], continuing his work
on the number of defining equations in [Var12], Varbaro proved that if a
homogeneous ideal I in a polynomial ring R “ krx1, . . . , xns over a field k
satisfies depthpR{Iq ě 3 then lcdRpIq ď n´ 3. He also conjectured:
Conjecture 2.15 (Varbaro). Let R be a regular local ring containing a field
and I be an ideal of R. If depthpR{Iq ě 3, then lcdRpIq ď dimpRq ´ 3. ˛
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The fact that Implication (2.2.0.2) can fail for complex projective three-
folds (Example 2.14) raises the question what exact features are responsible
for failure when t “ 3. Clearly, more knowledge about the singularity is
required than just depthRpR{Iq.
Dao and Takagi prove Conjecture 2.15 in [DT16] when R is essentially
of finite type over a field. More specifically, they show the following facts
about the inequality lcdRpIq ď dimpRq ´ 3. Suppose R is a regular local
ring essentially of finite type over its algebraically closed residue field of
characteristic zero. Take an ideal I such that R{I has depth 2 or more and
H2mpR{Iq is a K-vector space (i.e., it is killed by m). Then lcdRpIq ď dimR´
3 if and only if the torsion group of PicpSpecpR{Iqq is finitely generated on
the punctured completed spectrum. In case that the depth of R{I is at least
4, one even has lcdRpIq ď dimpRq ´ 4 if and only if the Picard group is
torsion on the punctured completed spectrum of R{I. In Example 2.14, the
depth of R{I is four, but the Picard group on the punctured spectrum is
not torsion but Z. Conjecture 2.15 remains open in general.
Both the Hartshorne–Lichtenbaum Vanishing Theorem and the Second
Vanishing Theorem may viewed as topological criteria for vanishing and have
applications to topology of algebraic varieties (cf. [Lyu93a] and [Hun07]).
It would be desirable to have an analogue of the Second Vanishing Theorem
for non-regular rings. In [Lyu02, p. 144] Lyubeznik asked the following
questions.
Question 2.16. Let pA,mq be a complete local domain with a separably
closed residue field.
(1) Find necessary and sufficient conditions on I such that lcdApIq ď
dimpAq ´ 2.
(2) Let I be a prime ideal. Is it true that lcdApIq ď dimpAq ´ 2 if and
only if pP ` Iq is not primary to the maximal ideal for any prime
ideal P of height 1?
˛
Question 2.16(1) remains open. It turns out that Question 2.16(2) has a
negative answer due to [HZ18, Proposition 7.7]:
Example 2.17. Let A “ Crrx,y,z,u,vsspx3`y3`z3,z2´ux´vyq and I “ px, y, zq. Then
(1) dimpAq “ 3 and htpIq “ 1;
(2) I ` P is not primary to the maximal ideal for every height-1 prime
ideal P ;
(3) H2I pAq ‰ 0.
˛
Given the connections between local cohomology and sheaf cohomology
(cf. (1.2.0.1)), vanishing of sheaf cohomology can be interpreted in terms of
local cohomology. The classical Kodaira Vanishing Theorem asserts that:
If X is smooth projective variety over a field K of characteristic 0, then
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H ipX,Opjqq “ 0 for i ă dimpXq and all j ă 0. This result has an equiv-
alent formulation in terms of local cohomology: If R is a standard4 graded
domain over a field K of characteristic 0 such that ProjpRq is smooth, then
H
j
mpRqă0 “ 0 for all j ă dimpRq, where m is the homogeneous maximal
ideal of R. For ideal-theoretic interpretations and connections with tight
closure and Frobenius, we refer the interested reader to [HS97, Smi97b].
The Kodaira Vanishing Theorem fails for singular varieties in character-
istic 0 and also fails for smooth varieties in characteristic p. It is proved
in [BBL`19] that, if one focuses on the range i ă codimpSingpXqq, then
the Kodaira Vanishing Theorem can be extended to thickenings of local
complete intersections. More precisely:
Theorem 2.18. Let X be a closed local complete intersection subvariety of
PnK over a field K of characteristic 0 and let I be its defining ideal. Let Xt
denote the scheme defined by It. Then
H ipXt,OXtpjqq “ 0
for all i ă codimpSingpXqq, all t ě 1, and all j ă 0.
Or, equivalently, let S “ Krx0, . . . , xns and I be as above. Then
HℓmpS{Itqă0 “ 0
for ℓ ă codimpSingpXqq ` 1 and all t ě 1.
A natural question is whether the restriction on codimpSingpXqq can be
relaxed or even removed. The following example from [BBL`21] shows that
this is not the case.
Example 2.19. Let R “ Krx, y, u, v, ws where K is a field of characteristic
0. Fix an integer c ě 2 and set I :“ puy ´ vx, vy ´ wxq ` pu, v, wqc. Then
one can check that
(1) X “ ProjpR{Iq is local complete intersection in P4K;
(2) H2mpR{Itq´ct`1 ‰ 0;
(3) H2mpR{Itqď´ct “ 0.
˛
Example 2.19 indicates that, if one removes the restriction on the homo-
logical degree by codimpSingpXqq, the best vanishing result one can hope
for is an asymptotic vanishing bounded by a linear function of t. Such an
asymptotic vanishing turns out to be true, as shown in [BBL`21].
Theorem 2.20. Let X be a closed local complete intersection subscheme
of Pn over a field of arbitrary characteristic . Then there exists an integer
c ě 0 such that for each t ě 1 and i ă dimpXq, one has
H ipXt,OXtpjqq “ 0, @ j ă ´ct.
4A standard graded algebra over a field K is a graded quotient of a polynomial ring
over K with the standard grading.
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When ProjpR{Iq is a local complete intersection (here R “ Krx0, . . . , xns
and I is a homogeneous ideal of R), the local cohomology modules HjmpR{Itq
have finite length for j ă dimpR{Iq and consequently HjmpR{Itqℓ!0 “ 0.
This is one of the underlying reasons for the vanishing in Theorems 2.18
and 2.20. Once the local complete intersection assumption is dropped,
H
j
mpR{Itq may not have finite length and hence the vanishing may fail.
However, since HjmpR{Itq are Artinian (even when j “ dimpR{Iq), the socles
HomRpR{m,HjmpR{Itqq are finite dimensional and vanish in all sufficiently
negative degrees. Therefore, one can ask:
Question 2.21. Let R “ Krx0, . . . , xns and I be a homogeneous ideal of R.
For each j ě 0, does there exist an integer c such that
HomRpR{m,HjmpR{Itqqℓ “ 0
for all t ě 1 and all ℓ ă ´ct? ˛
For related questions and applications, we refer the interested reader to
[Zha21a].
2.3. Annihilation of local cohomology. We now turn to the question:
what annihilates the local cohomology module HjI pMq?
If R is a Noetherian regular ring of prime characteristic p, then Huneke
and Koh proved in [HK91] that annRpHjI pRqq ‰ 0 if and only if H
j
I pRq “ 0.
The same conclusion for Noetherian regular rings of characteristic 0 was es-
tablished implicitly in [Lyu93b]. The aforementioned result due to Huneke–
Koh was later generalized to strongly F -regular domains in [BE18]. Inspired
by the results due to Huneke–Koh and Lyubeznik, Lynch [Lyn12] conjec-
tured that dimpA{ annApHδI pAqqq “ dimpA{H0I pAqq for every Noetherian
local ring A, where δ “ lcdApIq. This conjecture turns out to be false in
general, cf. [Bah17] and [SW20]. Note that the rings in the counterexam-
ples in [Bah17] and [SW20] are not equidimensional. In [Hoc19, Question 6]
Hochster asks the following.
Question 2.22. If A is a Noetherian local domain and I is an ideal of
cohomological dimension c, is HcI pAq a faithful A-module? ˛
In [HJ20], Hochster and Jeffries answer this question in the affirmative in
the following cases:
‚ chpAq “ p ą 0 and c equals the arithmetic rank of I, see Subsection
4.1 below;
‚ A is a pure subring of a regular ring containing a field.
In [DSZ19], Datta, Switala and Zhang answer Question 2.22 in the negative
by the following (equidimensional) example.
Example 2.23. Let R “ Z2rx0, . . . , x5s and let I be the ideal of R generated
by the 10 monomials
tx0x1x2, x0x1x3, x0x2x4, x0x3x5, x0x4x5, x1x2x5, x1x3x4, x1x4x5, x2x3x4, x2x3x5u.
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Then cdpIq “ 4, but annRpH4I pRqq is the ideal generated by 2 P R. ˛
When pA,mq is a local ring, the annihilation of HjmpAq is particularly
interesting for j ă dimpAq, and has a wide range of applications. We recall
that an element x P A˝ is called a uniform local cohomology annihilator





mpAq may not be finitely generated, it is not clear whether such a uniform
annihilator should exist. Surprisingly, in [Zho07] Zhou proved that if A is an
excellent local ring then A admits a uniform local cohomology annihilator
if and only if A is equidimensional. If x is a uniform local cohomology
annihilator then Ax is Cohen–Macaulay (cf. [HH90], [Zho06]); in fact, there
is a deep connection between the existence of uniform local cohomology
annihilators and the Cohen–Macaulay locus. To explain this connection, we
need to recall some definitions from [Hun92b]. For a Noetherian ring A, a
finite complex of finitely generated free A-modules
G‚ : 0 ÝÑ Gn
fnÝÑ Gn´1 ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ G1
f1ÝÑ G0
is said
‚ to satisfy the standard condition on rank if rankpfiq ` rankpfi´1q “
rankpGi´1q for 1 ď i ď n and rankpfnq “ rankpGnq, where the rank
of a map is the determinantal rank;
‚ to satisfy the standard condition on height if htpIpfiqq ě i for all
i, where Ipfjq is the ideal generated by the rank-size minors of fj
which is viewed as a matrix.
For a Noetherian ring A, we denote by CMpAq the set of elements x P A
such that for all finite complexes G‚ of finitely generated free A-modules
satisfying the standard conditions on rank and height, xHipG‚q “ 0 for i ě 1.
Huneke conjectured in [Hun92b] that if A is an equidimensional excellent
Noetherian ring then CMpAq is not contained in any minimal prime of A.
Zhou proved this conjecture in [Zho07] by showing the following theorem.
Theorem 2.24. Let A be an excellent local ring A. Then A admits a
uniform local cohomology annihilator if and only if CMpAq is not contained
in any minimal prime of A.
One may consider the uniform annihilation of local cohomology in a dif-
ferent direction.
Question 2.25. Let pA,mq be a Noetherian local ring of characteristic p





for all e ě 1? ˛
The special case of Question 2.25 where I is primary to a prime ideal of
height dimpAq ´ 1 was explicitly asked by Hochster and Huneke in [HH90];
a positive answer to this special case would have significant consequences in
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tight closure theory, especially to the notion of F -regularity. Question 2.25
is wide open to the best of our knowledge. The graded analog, when A is a
standard graded ring over a field of characteristic p and I is homogeneous,
has also attracted attention. When dimpA{Iq “ 1, the graded version was
settled independently in [Hun00] and [Vra00]. Let A be a standard graded
ring over a field and let M be a finitely generated graded A-module. We set
ajpMq :“ maxtℓ | HjmpMqℓ ‰ 0u
for each integer j. Since HjmpMq is Artinian, ajpMq ă 8 for each j. Hence
for a homogeneous ideal J , if a0pA{Jq ď t, then mt`1H0mpA{Jq “ 0. Conse-
quently, if there is an integer B such that a0pA{Irp
esq ď Bpe for all e, then
mBp
e`1H0mpA{Irp
esq “ 0 for all e. In general, it is an open question whether
there exists an integer B (independent of e) such that a0pR{Irp
esq ď Bpe for
all e. On the other hand, a0pMq may be considered as a partial Castelnuovo–
Mumford regularity since the regularity of M is defined as
regpMq :“ maxtajpMq ` j | 0 ď j ď dimpMqu,
so that a0pMq ď regpMq. Therefore, one may ask for a stronger conclusion
on the linear growth of regpA{Irpesq with respect to pe. Indeed, this was
asked in [Kat98, p. 212].
Question 2.26. Let A be a standard graded ring over a field of characteristic
p and I be a homogeneous ideal. Does there exist a constant C such that
regpA{Irpesq ď Cpe
for all e? ˛
Some progress has been made: for cases of small singular locus see [Cha04],
[Bre05] and [Zha15]; for rings of finite Frobenius representation type, see
[KSSZ14].
At the crux of the homological conjectures stands the the existence of
big Cohen–Macaulay algebras: the assertion that each Noetherian complete
local domain pA,mq admits an algebra (not necessarily Noetherian) in which
every system of parameters of A becomes a regular sequence. A beautiful
result of Hochster–Huneke in [HH92] says that if A is an excellent Noetherian
local domain of characteristic p then its absolute integer closure5 A` is a
big Cohen–Macaulay A-algebra. In [HL07], Huneke and Lyubeznik gave a
much simpler proof using annihilation of local cohomology.
Theorem 2.27 (Lemma 2.2 in [HL07]). Let A be a commutative Noetherian
domain that contains a field of characteristic p, let K be its field of fractions
and K be the algebraic closure of K. Let I be an ideal of A and let α
be an element in H iIpRq such that the elements6 α,αp, . . . , αp
t
, . . . belong
5The absolute integral closure of an integral domain A is defined to be the integral
closure of A in the algebraic closure of the field of fractions of A.
6Here αp denotes fpαq where f is the natural action of Frobenius on HiIpAq induced
by the Frobenius endomorphism on A.
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to a finitely generated submodule of H iIpAq. Then there is a module-finite
extension A1 of A inside K such that the natural map H iIpAq ÝÑ H iIpA1q
induced by A ÝÑ A1 sends α to 0.
Since the module-finite extension A1 is constructed using the equations
satisfied by α, Theorem 2.27 is referred in the literature as an “equational
lemma”. Using Theorem 2.27, Huneke and Lyubeznik proved
Theorem 2.28 (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 in [HL07]). Let pA,mq be
a commutative Noetherian domain that contains a field of characteristic p,
let K be its field of fractions and K be the algebraic closure of K. Assume,
furthermore, that A is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring. For
every module-finite extension A1 of A inside K, there exists module-finite
extension A1 Ď A2 inside K such that the natural maps
H impA1q ÝÑ H impA2q
are the zero map for each i ă dimpAq.
In particular,
(1) H impA`q “ 0 for i ă dimpAq;
(2) every system of parameter of A is a regular sequence on A`.
The Huneke–Lyubeznik equational lemma (or equivalently, the technique
of annihilating local cohomology with finite extensions) in characteristic p
has found many applications, for instance [Bha12] and [BST15]. In equi-
characteristic 0, such annihilation of local cohomology is not possible once
the dimension is at least 3: every module-finite extension of a normal domain
must split in equi-characteristic 0. The situation in mixed characteristic has
long been a mystery. However, in a very surprising event, Bhatt proved in
[Bha20, Theorem 5.1] the following:
Theorem 2.29. Let pA,mq be an excellent Noetherian local domain with
mixed characteristic p0, pq and let A` be an absolute integral closure of A.
Then
(1) H impA`{pAq “ 0 for i ă dimpA{pAq and H impA`q “ 0 for i ă
dimpAq.
(2) Every system of parameters of A is a Koszul regular sequence7 on
A`.
(3) If A admits a dualizing complex, then there exists a module-finite
extension A ÝÑ B with H impA{pAq ÝÑ H impB{pBq being the 0 map
for all i ă dimpA{pAq.
For other connections between annihilators of local cohomology modules
and homological conjectures, we refer the reader to [Rob76, Sch82a].
7A sequence of elements z1 . . . , zt in a commutative ring C is a Koszul regular sequence
if HipK‚pC; z1, . . . , ztqq “ 0 for i ą 0 where K‚pC; z1, . . . , ztq is the Koszul complex of C
on z1, . . . , zt.
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3. D- and F -structure
In this section we discuss some special structures that local cohomology
have. In positive characteristic the Frobenius endomorphism is the main
tool, while in any case they have a structure over the ring of differential
operators.
3.1. D-modules. Following Grothendieck’s approach in [Gro67], we repro-
duce the definition of differential operators as follows. Let A be a commu-





on A (which is to say, the differential operators from A to A) are classified
by their order j (a natural number), and defined inductively as follows. The
differential operators D0pAq of order zero are precisely the multiplication
maps ã : A ÝÑ A where a P A; for each positive integer j, the differential
operators DjpAq of order less than or equal to j are those additive maps
P : A ÝÑ A for which the commutator
rã, P s “ ã ˝ P ´ P ˝ ã
is a differential operator on A of order less than or equal to j ´ 1. If P 1 and
P 2 are differential operators of orders at most j1 and j2 respectively, then
P 1 ˝P 2 is again a differential operator and its order is at most j1 ` j2. Thus,
the differential operators on R form an N-filtered subring DpRq of EndZpRq,
and the order filtration is (by definition) increasing and exhaustive.
When A is an algebra over the central subring K, we define DpA,Kq to
be the subring of DpAq consisting of those elements of DpAq that are K-
linear. Thus, DpA,Zq “ DpAq and DpA,Kq “ DpAq X EndKpAq. It turns
out that if A is an algebra over a perfect field F of prime characteristic, then
DpA,Fq “ DpAq, see, for example, [Lyu97, Example 5.1 (c)].
By a DpA,Kq-module, we mean a left DpA,Kq-module, unless we ex-
pressly indicate a right module. The standard example of a DpA,Kq-module
is A itself. Using the quotient rule, localizations A1 of A also carry a nat-
ural DpA,Kq-structure and the formal quotient rule induces a natural map
DpA,Kq ÝÑ DpA1,Kq. Suppose a is an ideal of A. The Čech complex on
a generating set for a is a complex of DpA,Kq-modules; it then follows that
each local cohomology module Hka pAq is a DpA,Kq-module.
More generally, if M is a DpA,Kq-module, then each local cohomology
module Hka pMq is also a DpA,Kq-module. This was used by Kashiwara
as early as 1970 as inductive tool in algebraic analysis via reduction of
dimension [Kas95] and was introduced to commutative algebra in [Lyu93b,
Examples 2.1 (iv)].)
If R is a polynomial or formal power series ring in the variables x1, . . . , xn




can be viewed as a differential
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operator on R even if the integer ti! is not invertible. In these cases, DpR,Kq









for pt1, . . . , tnq P Nn ,
see [Gro67, Théorème 16.11.2]. When R is a polynomial ring or formal
power series ring over a field k of characteristic 0, then the ring of differential
operators
DpR,kq “ Rx BBx1




is known as the Weyl algebra, a simple ring in the sense that it has no
non-trivial two-sided ideals.
If k is a field and if A is a singular k-algebra then the structure of DpR,Aq
can be very complicated, even in characteristic zero. For example, the ring
of differential operators on the cone over an elliptic curve is not Noetherian
and also not generated by homogeneous operators of bounded finite degree,
[BGfGf72, Hsi15]. In most cases, differential operators on singular spaces
are completely mysterious, except for toric varieties, Stanley-Reisner rings
and hyperplane arrangements, see [Mus87, Jon94, MSTW01, Tra06, Tri97,
Hol04].
3.1.1. Characteristic 0. As references for background reading in this section
we recommend [Bjö79, Kas95, Kas03, KS90, HTT08].
Let k denote a field of characteristic 0 and fix n P N. Let R denote either
krx1, . . . , xns or krrx1, . . . , xnss, and let D denote DpR,kq, unless specified
otherwise. The partial differential operator BBxi is denoted by Bi for each
variable xi.
Note that here the order of rBe11 ¨ ¨ ¨ Benn (r P R) equals simply
ř
i ei.




is the maximum of the orders |β| of its terms xαBβ. Then we have Dj “
trBe11 ¨ ¨ ¨ Benn | r P R,
ř
i ei ď ju, an increasing and exhaustive filtration of
D, called the order filtration of D.
Using the order filtration tDju, one can form the associated graded ring,
grpDq :“ D0 ‘
D1
D0
‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Since the only nonzero commutators of pairs of generators in D are the
rBi, xis “ 1 P D0, it follows that grpDq is isomorphic to a (commutative) ring
of polynomials Rrξ1 . . . , ξns where ξi is the image of Bi in D1{D0. Note that
grpDq is naturally the coordinate ring on the cotangent space of kn, if R is
a ring of polynomials. We use this to construct varieties from D-modules as
follows.
Definition 3.1. Let M be a D-module. A filtration of M with respect to
the order filtration tDju is a sequence of R-submodules tFiMu such that
(1) F0M Ď F1M Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď FiM Ď Fi`1M Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ;
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(2)
Ť
i FiM “ M ;
(3) Dj ¨ FiM Ď Fi`jM .
Such filtration is called a good filtration if the associated graded module
grF pMq :“ F0M ‘ F1MF0M ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ is finitely generated over grpDq. ˛
Every finitely generated D-module admits a good filtration tFiMu; for in-
stance, if M can be generated by m1, . . . ,md, then setting FiM :“
ř
j Dimj
produces a good filtration ofM . Set J to be the radical of anngrpDqpgrF pMqq.
This ideal J is independent of the good filtration tFiMu (cf. [Bjö79, 1.3.4],
[Cou95, 11.1]), and is called the characteristic ideal of M . The characteris-
tic ideal of M induces the notion of dimension of M (as a D-module) and
characteristic variety of M .
Definition 3.2. Let M be a D-module with good filtration and let J be its
characteristic ideal. The dimension of M is defined as
dpMq :“ dimpgrpDq{Jq.
The characteristic variety ChpMq of M is defined as the subvariety of
SpecpgrpDqq defined by J . The set of the irreducible components of ChpMq,
paired with their multiplicities in grpMq is called the characteristic cycle of
M . ˛
It turns out that dimensions cannot be small:
Theorem 3.3 (Bernstein Inequality). Let M be a nonzero finitely generated
D-module. Then
n ď dpMq ď 2n.
The nonzero modules of minimal dimension form a category with many
good features.
Definition 3.4. A finitely generated D-module M is called holonomic if
dpMq “ n or M “ 0. ˛
Example 3.5. (1) Set FiR “ R for all i P N. Then one can check that
tFiRu is a good filtration on R and grF pRq – R. Hence
J “
b
anngrpDqpgrF pRqq “ pξ1, . . . , ξnq.
This shows that dpRq “ n. Therefore, R is a holonomic D-module.





, the class of the given
fraction inside E. Set FiE “ Di ¨ η. Then one can check that tFiEu is a
good filtration of E and grF pEq – krξ1, . . . , ξns where ξi denotes the image
of Bi in D1{D0. Hence
J “
b
anngrpDqpgrF pEqq “ px1, . . . , xnq.
This shows that dpEq “ n. Therefore, E “ HnmpRq is a holonomic D-module.
˛
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We collect next some of the basic properties of holonomic D-modules.
Theorem 3.6. (1) Holonomic D-modules form an Abelian subcategory
of the category of D-modules that is closed under the formation of
submodules, quotient modules and extensions ([Bjö79, 1.5.2]).
(2) If M is holonomic, then so is the localization Mf for every f P R
([Bjö79, 3.4.1]). Consequently, each local cohomology module HjI pMq
of M is holonomic.
(3) Each holonomic D-module admits a finite filtration in the category
of D-modules in which each composition factor is a simple D-module
([Bjö79, 2.7.13]).
(4) A simple holonomic D-module has only one associated prime ([Bjö79,
3.3.16]).
Certain finiteness properties of HjI pRq are enjoyed by arbitrary holonomic
D-modules. In the following list, the first is a special case of Kashiwara
equivalence; the latter were established in [Lyu93b, Theorem 2.4].
Theorem 3.7. Let R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss and let m denote the maximal ideal.
Let M be a finitely generated D-module.
(1) If dimpSuppRpMqq “ 0, then M is a direct sum of copies of D{Dm.
(2) injdimRpMq ď dimpSuppRpMqq.
(3) If M is finitely generated (as a D-module), then M has finitely many
associated primes (as an R-module).
(4) If M is holonomic, then the Bass numbers of M are finite.
Remark 3.8. Let S “ kry1, . . . , y2ns be the polynomial ring over k in 2n
variables. When R “ krx1, . . . , xns, we have seen that grpDq – S. The











An ideal a of S is said to be closed under the Poisson bracket if tf, gu P a
whenever f, g P a.
The Poisson bracket is closely related to symplectic structures on C2n
and involutive subvarieties of C2n. A symplectic structure ω on C2n is a




where In is the nˆ n identity matrix. Fix a symplectic structure ω on C2n.
Given any subspace W of C2n, its skew-orthogonal complement is defined
as
WK :“ t~v P C2n | ωp~w,~vq “ 0 @ ~w P W u.
A subspace W is called involutive if WK Ď W . A subvariety X of C2n is
called involutive if the tangent space TxX Ď C2n is a involutive subspace for
every smooth point x P X. One can show that an affine variety X Ď C2n
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is involutive with respect to the standard symplectic structure on C2n if
and only if its (radical) defining ideal IpXq is closed under the Poisson
bracket. ˛
The following was conjectured in [GQS70] by Guillemin–Quillen–Sternberg
and proved in [SKK73] for sheaves of differential operators with holomorphic
coefficients on a complex analytic manifold by Kashiwara–Kawai–Sato. The
first algebraic proof was discovered by Gabber in [Gab81].
Theorem 3.9. Let R “ krx1, . . . , xns and M be a holonomic D-module.
Then the characteristic ideal J of M is closed under the Poisson bracket on
grpDq.
Again, let R be either krx1, . . . , xns or krrx1, . . . , xnss. Then each D-
module M admits a (global) de Rham complex. This is a complex of length
n, denoted Ω‚RbM (or simply Ω‚R in the caseM “ R), whose objects are R-
modules but whose differentials are merely k-linear. It is defined as follows





copies of M ,
indexed by i-tuples 1 ď j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ji ď n. The summand corresponding to
such an i-tuple will be written M dxj1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^dxji. The k-linear differentials
di : ΩiR bM Ñ Ωi`1R bM are defined by
dipm dxj1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxjiq “
nÿ
s“1
Bspmqdxs ^ dxj1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxji,
with the usual exterior algebra conventions for rearranging the wedge terms,
and extended by linearity to the direct sum. We remark that in the poly-
nomial case we are simply using the usual Kähler differentials to build this
complex, whereas in the formal power series case, we are using the m-adically
continuous differentials (since in this case the usual module Ω1
R{k of Kähler
differentials is not finitely generated over R). An alternative way is to view
Ω‚R b M as a representative of ωR bLD M , where ωR is the right D-module
D{pB1, . . . , BnqD which is as R-module simply R.
The cohomology objects H ipMbΩ‚Rq are k-spaces and called the de Rham
cohomology spaces of the left D-module M , and are denoted H idRpMq. The
simplest de Rham cohomology spaces (the 0th and nth) of M take the form
H0dRpMq “ tm P M | B1pmq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Bnpmq “ 0u Ď M
HndRpMq “ M{pB1 ¨ pMq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Bn ¨ pMqq.
The de Rham cohomology spaces are not finite dimensional in general,
even for finitely generated M . The following theorem is (for the Weyl alge-
bra) a special case of fact that the D-module theoretic direct image functor
preserves holonomicity, [HTT08, Section 3.2]. It can be found in [Bjö79,
1.6.1]) for the polynomial case and in [vdE85, Prop. 2.2] for the formal
power series case.
Theorem 3.10. LetM be a holonomic D-module. The de Rham cohomology
spaces H idRpMq are finite-dimensional over k for all i.
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Let E denote HnmpRq. If R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss, then we use Dp´q to denote
HomRp´, Eq (this is the Matlis dual; it should not be confused with the
holonomic duality functor D which is quite different). If R “ krx1, . . . , xns,
we consider the following “natural” grading on R and on D:
degpxiq “ 1, degpBiq “ ´1, i “ 1, . . . , n.
Note that this is really a grading on D since the relations rBi, xis “ 1
are homogeneous of degree zero. Then E inherits a grading from setting
degpr 1
x1...xn
sq “ ´n. In this graded setting, we use ˚HomR to denote the
graded Hom and use D˚p´q to denote ˚HomRp´, Eq (the graded Matlis
dual).
It turns out that Dp´q is a functor on the category of D-modules, that is
compatible with de Rham cohomology. The following theorem is a combi-
nation of [Swi17a, Theorem 5.1] and [SZ18, Theorem A].
Theorem 3.11. (1) Let R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss and M be a holonomic D-
module. Then
H idRpMq_ – Hn´idR pDpMqq, i “ 1, . . . , n,
where p´q_ denotes the k-dual of a k-vector space.
(2) Let R “ krx1, . . . , xns and M be a graded D-module. Assume that
dimkpH idRpMqq ă 8. Then
pH idRpMqq_ – Hn´idR pD˚pMqq.
As shown in [SZ18, Example 3.14], DpMq may not be holonomic even
if M is. The duality statements in Theorem 3.11 show that the (graded)
Matlis duals of holonomic D-modules still have finite dimensional de Rham
cohomology.
Remark 3.12. The idea of applying Matlis duality to local cohomology
modules already appears in the work of Ogus and Hartshorne. For example,
Proposition 2.2 in [Ogu73] states that in a local Gorenstein ring A with
dualizing functor p´q_, the dual pH iIpAqq_ of the local cohomology module
H iIpAq is equal to the local cohomology module H
dimpAq´i
P pX,OXq where X
is the completion of SpecpAq along I, and P its closed point.
In much greater generality, Greenlees–May duality [GM92] states that
(the derived functor of sections with support in I) RΓIp´q and (the de-
rived functor of completion along I) LΛIp´q are adjoint functors. See also
[ATJLL99, Lip02]. ˛
We briefly discuss algorithmic aspects. The Weyl algebra is both left and
right Noetherian and has a Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt basis of a polynomial
ring in 2n variables; this makes it possible to extend the usual Gröbner basis
techniques to D-modules, see for example [Gal85].
When R is a polynomial ring over the rational numbers, algorithms have
been formulated that compute:
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(1) the local cohomology modulesH iIpRq in [Wal99], but see also [Oak97,
OT01, BL10];
(2) the characteristic cycles and Bass numbers of HjI pRq when I is a
monomial ideal in [AM00, AM04];
(3) an algorithm to compute the support of local cohomology modules
in [AML06].
In a nutshell, the algorithms are based on the fact that the modules that
appear in a Čech complex Č‚pR; f1, . . . , fmq are holonomic and sums of
modules generated by fractions of the form pfi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fitqe for sufficiently small
e P Z. In general, e “ ´n is sufficient by [Sai09], but in the spirit of
computability, it is desirable to know the largest e that may be used. This
number turns out to be the smallest integer root of the Bernstein–Sato
polynomial bf psq of the polynomial f in question. Indeed, as was shown by
Bernstein in [Ber72], for every polynomial f P R there is a linear differential
operator P depending polynomially on the additional variable s such that
P px1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bn, sq ‚ f s`1 “ bP,fpsq ¨ f s,
where 0 ‰ bP,f psq P krss with k a field of definition for f . Since krss is a PID,
Bernstein’s theorem implies there is a monic generator for the ideal of all
bP,fpsq that arise this way; this then is called the Bernstein–Sato polynomial
bf psq. It was shown to factor over the rational numbers in [Mal75, Kas77]
and is a fascinating invariant of f as it relates to monodromy of the Mil-
nor fiber, multiplier ideals, (Igusa, topological, motivic) zeta functions, the
log-canonical threshold and various other geometric notions with differen-
tial background. See [Kol97, Wal15] for more details and [AMHNnB17]
for a generalization of Bernstein-Sato polynomials to direct summands of
polynomial rings.
The polynomial bf psq can be computed as the intersection of a left ideal
(derived from f1, . . . , fk) inside a Weyl algebra with one more variable t, with
a “diagonal subring” QrtBts. The idea of how to compute this intersection,
and then to give a presentation for the corresponding localization Rf , is
due to Oaku. In [Wal99] it was realized how to read off the D-structure
of the resulting local cohomology H1f pRq and the process was scaled up to
non-principal ideals. The algorithm in [OT01] is different in nature and
exploits the fact that local cohomology can be seen as certain Tor-modules
along the geometric diagonal in 2n-space. It is, however, still based on the
computation of certain b-functions that generalize the notion of a Bernstein–
Sato polynomial. To understand conceptually how exactly the singularity
structure of I influences the structure of the D-module HkI pRq remains a
question of great interest.
3.1.2. D-modules and group actions. We start with discussing the ideal de-
termining the space of matrices of bounded rank, and then outline more
recent developments that consider more general actions by Lie groups.
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Let for now K be a field, choose natural numbers m ď n and set R “
Krxij | 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď j ď ns. Let Im,n,t be the ideal generated by the t-
minors of the matrix pxijq. Then R{I is Cohen–Macaulay and I has height
pm´ t` 1qpn ´ t` 1q, compare [Bru89, BS90].
Thus, in characteristic p ą 0 one has vanishing HkIm,n,tpRq for any k ‰
pm´ t` 1qpn´ t` 1q, because of the Frobenius (via the Peskine-Szpiro van-
ishing result in Subsection 2.2). In characteristic zero, by [BS90], lcdRpIq “
mn ´ t2 ` 1. Therefore, lcdRpIq ´ depthpI,Rq “ pm ` n ´ 2tqpt ´ 1q ą 0,
unless m “ n “ t or t “ 1.
Bruns and Schwänzl also proved in all characteristics that a determinantal
variety is cut out set-theoretically by mn´t2`1 equations, and no fewer. In
fact, these equations can be chosen to be homogeneous; their methods rest
on results involving étale cohomology. In particular, Im,n,t is a set-theoretic
complete intersection if and only if n “ m “ t. The same questions for the
case of symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices were answered completely
in [Bar95] by Barile. In many but not all cases the number of defining
equations agree with the local cohomological dimension.
Consider now the integral version of Im,n,p inside RZ “ Zrxij | 1 ď i ď
m, 1 ď j ď ns. By [LSW16], HkIm.n,tpRZq is a vector space over Q when k
exceeds the height of Im,n,t. Similar results are shown for the case of generic
matrices that are symmetric or anti-symmetric. As a corollary, Hmn´t
2`1
a pAq
vanishes for every commutative ring A of dimension less than mn where a
is the ideal of t-minors of any m ˆ n matrix over A. The initial version of
this result (m “ 2 “ n´ 1 “ t) appeared in [HKM09].
If K is algebraically closed, Barile and Macchia study in [BM19] the num-
ber of elements needed to generate the ideal of t-minors of a matrix X up
to radical, if the entries of X outside some fixed t ˆ t-submatrix are alge-
braically dependent over K. They prove that the this number drops at least
by one with respect to the generic case; under suitable assumptions, it drops
at least by k if X has k zero entries.
Notation 3.13. We now specialize the base field to C and let G be a
connected linear algebraic group acting on a smooth connected complex
algebraic variety X. ˛
Suppose R “ Crx1, . . . , xns and G is an algebraic Lie group acting alge-
braically on X “ Cn. There is a natural map
ψ : g ÝÑ DerpCnq
from the Lie algebra to the global vector fields on Cn, i.e., the derivations
inside the Weyl algebra D “ DpR,Cq.
The induced action ‹ of G on R can be extended to an action on D that
we also denote by ‹. If M is a D-module with a G-action, it is equivariant
if the actions of G on D and M are compatible:
pg ‹ P q ‚ pg ‹ mq “ g ‹ pP ‚ mq
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for all g P G, P P D, m P M .
Differentiating the G-action on M one obtains an action of g on M . One
can now ask whether the Lie algebra element λ acts onM via differentiation
of the G-action the same way that ψpλq acts on M as element of D. This is
not necessarily the case.
Example 3.14. Let G “ C˚ act on C by standard multiplication. The Lie
algebra LiepGq has an equivariant generator γ that via ψ becomes xBx P D.
Let M “ D{pxBx ´ λq, with G-action inherited from the standard G-
action on D: g ‹ x “ g´1x, g ‹ Bx “ gBx. Since xBx ´ λ is g-invariant, this
is indeed a G-action on M . Since 1 P D is G-invariant, the effect of γ on
1̄ P M should be zero. On the other hand, ψpγq ¨ 1̄ “ λ̄. Thus, the two
actions agree if and only if λ “ 0.
Now note that there are other ways to act with G on M . Indeed, a C˚-
action is the same as the choice of a Z-grading on M . Our choice above was
degp1̄q “ 0; we now consider the choice degp1̄q “ k P Z. This corresponds
to g ‹ 1̄ “ gk 1̄, so that γ must act on 1̄ as multiplication by k. We conclude
that the two actions of γ agree if and only if λ is an integer and the degree
of 1̄ is λ. ˛
Definition 3.15. The D-moduleM is strongly equivariant if the differential
action of G on M agrees with the effect of ψ on M . In other words, λ ‹m “
ψpλqm for all λ P g,m P M . ˛
Remark 3.16. Strong G-equivariance of a group acting on a variety X can
be also phrased as follows, see [HTT08, Dfn. 11.5.2]: let π and µ be the
projection and multiplication maps
π : GˆX ÝÑ X,
µ : GˆX ÝÑ X,
respectively. ThenM is strongly equivariant if there is a DGˆX -isomorphism
τ : π˚M ÝÑ µ˚M
that satisfies the usual compatibility conditions on G ˆ G ˆ X, see [vdB,
Prop. 2.6]. If such τ exists, it is unique. ˛
Strongly G-equivariant DX-modules are rather special D-modules. A
D-module morphism between G-equivariant DX-modules automatically pre-
serves G-equivariance under direct and inverse images (since G is connected,
see [vdB99, Prop. 3.1.2]). If G has finitely many orbits on X, strong equiv-
ariance implies that the underlying D-module is regular holonomic; this is a
growth condition of the solution sheaf of the module and a critical compo-
nent of the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence. In this case, the simple and
strongly equivariant DX-modules are labeled by pairs consisting of a G-orbit
G{H and a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of the component
group of H (in other words, a simple G-equivariant local system on the or-
bit), [HTT08, Prop. 11.6.1]. For example, if pC˚qn acts on Cn, these simple
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modules are the modules H
|S|
IS
pRq where R “ Crx1, . . . , xns, S P 2rns and
IS “ ptxs | s P Suq.
If I is an ideal of R and Y the corresponding variety, then I is G-stable
if and only if Y is. In this case, the localization of a strongly equivariant
module M at an equivariant g P R is also strongly equivariant. It follows
that all local cohomology modules H iIpMq are as well. In particular, this
holds whenM is R or a local cohomology module of R obtained in this way.
In [RWW14], the authors initiated the study of the GL-equivariant de-
composition of the local cohomology modules in characteristic zero. The
main result of the paper is a complete and explicit description of the char-
acter of this representation. An important consequence is a complete and
explicit description of exactly which local cohomology modules HjIm,n,tpRq
vanish and which do not, in the case t “ n. This was then refined and
extended to Pfaffians in [RWW14]. The restriction t “ n was removed in
[RW14]. Generalizations to symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices were
published in [RW16, Nan12].
In [Rai16], Raicu obtains results on the structure of the G-invariant sim-
ple D-modules and their characters for rank-preserving actions on matrices,
extending work of Nang [Nan08, Nan12]. Remarkably, for the case of sym-
metric matrices, this provides a correction to a conjecture of Levasseur.
Raicu’s methods produce composition factors for certain local cohomology
modules. In [LR20] then this was taken the furthest, to give character for-
mulæ for iterated local cohomology modules.
A more general approach was used in [LR20, LW19] in order to study
decompositions and categories of equivariant modules in the category of D-
modules, specifically with regards to quivers. These arise when when G acts
on X with finitely many orbits and more particularly when X is a spherical
vector space and G is reductive and connected. This leads to the study of
the “representation type” of the underlying quiver (shown to be finite or
tame) and the quivers are described explicitly for all irreducible G-spherical
vector spaces of connected reductive groups using the classification of Kac.
An early paper on this regarding the determinantal case was [Nan04]. More
recently, cases of exceptional representations and their quivers have been
studied: [Per20, LRW19].
Remark 3.17. Invariant theory has also recently been aimed at singularity
invariants such as multiplier and test ideals [HV16], and F -pure thresholds
[MSV14]. ˛
3.1.3. Coefficient fields of arbitrary characteristic. Let here k be a field and
set R “ krx1, . . . , xns or R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss. We have seen that D “









for pt1, . . . , tnq P Nn
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When chpkq “ p ą 0, the ring D is no longer left or right Noetherian.
However, some desirable properties of D-modules in characteristic 0 extend
to the finite characteristic case.
Theorem 3.18. Let R “ krx1, . . . , xns or R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss, where k is a
field. Then
(1) injdimRpMq ď dimpSuppRpMqq for every D-module M ([Lyu00c]).
(2) Rf has finite length in the category of D-modules for each f P R
([Lyu00a], [Lyu11]).
Consequently, local cohomology modules HjI pRq have finite length
in the category of D-modules.
In general, it is a difficult problem to calculate the length ℓDpHjI pRqq, or
even just ℓDpRf q. Some results are in [Tor09] and [Bit20]. The following
upper bounds were obtained in [KMSZ18].
Theorem 3.19. Let k be a field and R “ krx1, . . . , xns.
(1) For each f P R,
ℓDpRf q ď pdegpfq ` 1qn.




pdegpfi1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` degpfij q ` 1qn ´ 1.





1 if chpkq ” 2 pmod 3q;
1 if chpkq “ 3;
2 if chpkq ” 1 pmod 3q;
2 if chpkq “ 0.
˛
If chpkq “ 0 and R “ krx1, . . . , xns or R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss, then Rf can
always be generated by 1{fn as a D-module, but may not be generated
by 1{f . For instance, let f,R be as in Example 3.20, then 1{f generates
a proper D-submodule of Rf in characteristic 0. On the other hand, in
characteristic p, the situation is quite different as shown in [AMBL05], and
generalized to rings of F -finite representation type in [TT08].
Theorem 3.21. Let k be a field of characteristic p ą 0 and let R “
krx1, . . . , xns or R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss. Then Rf can be generated by 1{f
as a D-module for every f P R.
We have seen that, when k is a field, R “ krx1, . . . , xns, and M is a D-
module, then injdimRpMq ď dimpSuppRpMqq. Thus, if dimpSuppRpMqq “
0, then M must be an injective R-module. Let I be a homogeneous ideal




I pRq – ‘HnmpRqµj , a direct sum of finitely many copies of HnmpRq. Since
both HjI pRq and HnmpRq are graded, a natural question is whether this iso-
morphism is degree-preserving. To answer this question, the notion of Euler-
ian graded D-modules was introduced in [MZ14].
Recall that R “ krx1, . . . , xns and D “ DpR,kq are naturally graded via:
degpxiq “ 1 degpBiq “ ´1.











xt11 ¨ ¨ ¨ xtnn B
rt1s
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Brtnsn .
In particular E1 is the usual Euler operator
řn
i“1 xiBi.
A graded D-module M is called Eulerian, if each homogeneous element
z P M satisfies






for every t ě 1. ˛
We collect some basic properties of Eulerian graded D-modules as follows.
Theorem 3.23. Let M be an Eulerian graded D-module. Then
(1) Graded D-submodules of M and graded D-quotients of M are Euler-
ian.
(2) If S is a homogeneous multiplicative system in R, then S´1M is
Eulerian. In particular, Mg is Eulerian for every homogeneous g P
R.
(3) The local cohomology modules HjI pMq are Eulerian for every homo-
geneous ideal I.
(4) The degree-shift Mpℓq is Eulerian if and only if ℓ “ 0.
It follows from Theorem 3.23 that, if SuppRpHjI pRqq “ tmu for a homoge-
neous ideal I, then HjI pRq – ‘HnmpRqµj is a degree-preserving isomorphism.
Consequently,
(3.1.3.1) HjI pRqě´n`1 “ 0.
This turns out to be a source of vanishing results for sheaf cohomology. For
example, (3.1.3.1) is one of the ingredients in [BBL`19] to prove Theorem
2.18 which is an extension of Kodaira vanishing to a non-reduced setting.
Extensions of Eulerian D-modules may not be Eulerian as shown in
[MZ14, Remark 3.6]. In [Put15] the notion of generalized Eulerian D-module
in characteristic 0 was introduced as follows. Fix integers w1, . . . , wn and
set
degpxiq “ wi degpBiq “ ´wi
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A graded D-module M is called generalized Eulerian if, for every homoge-
neous element m P M , there is an integer a (which may depend on m) such
that
pE1 ´ degpmqqa ¨m “ 0.
It was shown that the category of generalized Eulerian D-modules is closed
under extension. This notion of generalized Eulerian D-modules turns out to
be useful in calculating de Rham cohomology of local cohomology modules
in characteristic 0 (cf. [Put15], [PS19]).
In characteristic p, the fact thatHjI pRq – ‘HnmpRqµj is a degree-preserving
isomorphism when SuppRpHjI pRqq “ tmu was also established in [Zha12] us-
ing F -modules, a technique that we discuss next.
3.2. F -modules. Let A be a Noetherian commutative ring of characteristic
p. Then A is equipped with the Frobenius endomorphism
F : A
aÞÑapÝÝÝÑ A.
The Frobenius endomorphism plays a very important role in the study of
rings of characteristic p. For instance, in [Kun69], regularity of A is charac-
terized by the flatness of the Frobenius endomorphism.
Definition 3.24 (Peskine–Szpiro functor). Let A be a Noetherian commu-
tative ring of characteristic p. For each A-module M , denote by F˚M the
A-bimodule whose underlying Abelian group is the same as M , whose left
A-module structure is the usual one: a ¨z “ az for each z P F˚M , and whose
right A-module structure is given via the Frobenius F : z ¨ a :“ apz for each
z P F˚M .
The Peskine–Szpiro functor FAp´q from the category of left A-modules
to itself is defined via
FApMq :“ F˚AbA M
for each A-module M , where the tensor product uses the right A-structure
on F˚A.
Geometrically, consider the morphism of spectra induced by the Frobenius
F : A ÝÑ A. Then the right A-module structure of F˚pMq is obtained via
restriction of scalars along F , and hence agrees with the pushforward of
M . On the other hand, FApMq is the pullback of a module under the
Frobenius. ˛
If A is regular, then it follows from [Kun69] that F˚A is a flat A-module
and hence FAp´q is an exact functor.
Remark 3.25. Let R be a Noetherian regular ring of characteristic p and









RpFRpR{Iq, FRpRqq – Ext
j
RpR{Irps, Rq.
The natural surjection R{Irps ÝÑ R{I induces
β : ExtjRpR{I,Rq ÝÑ Ext
j
RpR{Irps, Rq








FRpβqÝÝÝÝÑ F 2RpExtjRpR{I,Rqq ¨ ¨ ¨
Since tIrpesueě0 and tItutě0 are cofinal (that is, the two families of ideals
define the same topology on the ring), the direct limit of this direct system
is HjI pRq.
(3) The previous items suggest that HjI pRq may be built from the finitely
generated R-module ExtjRpR{I,Rq using Frobenius, and hence it is natural
to expect some properties of HjI pRq to be reflected in Ext
j
RpR{I,Rq. Indeed,
it was proved in [HS93] that




I pRqq ď µippExt
j
RpR{I,Rqq
for every prime ideal p, where µippMq denotes the i-th Bass number of an
R-module M with respect to p. (This was generalized to rings of F -finite
representation type in [TT08]).
Based on the idea of building HjI pRq using Ext
j
RpR{I,Rq, [KZ18] discov-
ered a practical algorithm to calculate the support of HjI pRq; this algorithm
has been implemented in Macaulay2 [GS]. ˛
3.2.1. F -modules. In order to conceptualize the approach in [HS93], Lyubeznik
introduced the theory of F -modules in [Lyu97]. Throughout 3.2.1, R is a
regular (not necessarily local) Noetherian ring of characteristic p ą 0, and
I is an ideal of R.
Definition 3.26. An F -module over R (or FR-module) is a pair pM,θM q
where M is an R-module and θM : M
„ÝÑ FRpMq is an R-module isomor-
phism, called the structure morphism. (When the underlying ring is under-
stood, we sometimes refer simply to M as an “F -module”.) The category of
FR-modules will be denoted by FR (or F when R is clear from the context).
If R is graded, a graded F -module is an F -module M such that M is
graded and the structure isomorphism M ÝÑ FRpMq is degree-preserving.
˛
Example 3.27. One can check that F˚R bR R r
1br ÞÑr1rpÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ R is an R-linear
isomorphism. Hence R is an F -module; consequently so are all free R-
modules.
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gtpÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rg is an
R-linear isomorphism. Hence Rg is an F -module.
When R “ krx1, . . . , xns with standard grading, then for each graded
R-module M we define a grading on FRpMq “ F˚R bR M via
degpr1 bmq “ degpr1q ` p degpmq
for all homogeneous r1 P R and m P M .
In this setting, F˚R bR R r
1br ÞÑr1rpÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ R is a degree-preserving R-linear
isomorphism and so R is a graded F -module. Likewise, if g P R is homo-




gtpÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rg is a degree-preserving R-linear
isomorphism and hence Rg is a graded F -module. ˛
Definition 3.28. Let pM,θM q be an F -module. We say that M is F -
finite if there exists a finitely generated R-module M 1 and an R-linear map
β :M 1 Ñ FRpM 1q such that
limÝÑpM
1 βÝÑ FRpM 1q
F˚βÝÝÝÑ F 2RpM 1q ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ q – M,(3.2.1.1)
and the structure morphism θM is induced by taking the direct limit over ℓ
of F ℓRpβq : F ℓRpM 1q Ñ F ℓ`1R pM 1q. In this case we call M 1 a generator of M
and β a generating morphism. A generator M 1 of an F -finite F -module M
is called a root if the generating morphism β :M 1 Ñ FRpM 1q is injective.
A graded F -finite F -module is defined to be an F -finite F -module for
which the modules and morphisms in (3.2.1.1) can be chosen to be homo-
geneous. ˛
Example 3.29. From Remark 3.25, one can see that every local cohomology
module HjI pRq is an F -finite F -module since it is the direct limit of
ExtjRpR{I,Rq
βÝÑ FRpExtjRpR{I,Rqq
FRpβqÝÝÝÝÑ F 2RpExtjRpR{I,Rqq ¨ ¨ ¨
and ExtjRpR{I,Rq is finitely generated.
When R “ krx1, . . . , xns and I is a homogeneous ideal of R, the local
cohomology modules HjI pRq are graded F -finite F -modules. ˛
There is a fruitful analogy between (F -finite) F -modules and (holonomic)
D-modules. We collect some basic properties of F -modules, which are par-
allel to those of D-modules, as follows.
Theorem 3.30. Let R be a Noetherian regular ring of characteristic p ą 0.
(1) If M is an F -module, then injdimRpMq ď dimpSuppRpMqq, [Lyu97,
1.4].
(2) F -finite F -modules form a full Abelian subcategory of the category of
R-modules that is closed under the formation of submodules, quotient
modules, and extensions, [Lyu97, 2.8].
(3) If M is an F -finite F -module, then so is the localization Mg for each
g P R, [Lyu97, 2.9].
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(4) A simple F -module has a unique associated prime, [Lyu97, 2.12].
(5) F -finite F -modules have finite length in the category of F -modules,
[Lyu97, 3.2].
Remark 3.31. The theory of F -modules plays a crucial role in the extension
of the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence to characteristic p by Emerton and
Kisin [EK04], which is beyond the scope of this survey. ˛
3.2.2. Atfu-modules: action of Frobenius. Let A be a Noetherian commu-
tative ring of characteristic p. We will use Atfu to denote the associative
A-algebra with one generator f and relations fa “ apf for all a P A.
Remark 3.32. Let M be an A-module M . The following are equivalent.
(1) M is an Atfu-module.
(2) M admits an additive map f :M ÝÑ M such that fpamq “ apfpmq
for every a P A and m P M ; this f is called a Frobenius action on
M .
(3) M admits an A-linear map M ÝÑ F˚M where F : A ÝÑ A is the
Frobenius endomorphism on A.
(4) M admits an A-linear map F˚AbAM ÝÑ M where F : A ÝÑ A is
the Frobenius endomorphism on A.
In (2), we still use f to denote the Frobenius action since multiplication on
the left by f on M is indeed a Frobenius action for each Atfu-module M .
Of course, the standard example of a Frobenius action is A with the p-
th power map. Note that the image fpMq is in general just a group, but
acquires the structure of a k-space when k is perfect.
The Frobenius on A induces a natural Frobenius action on each H iapAq
for every ideal a; hence H iapAq is an Atfu-module. In this paper, we always
consider H iapAq as an Atfu-module with the Frobenius action f induced by
the Frobenius endomorphism on A. For this reason, some authors denote by
F (instead of f) the Frobenius action on H iapAq induced by the Frobenius
endomorphism on A. ˛
Definition 3.33. Given an Atfu-module M with Frobenius action f :





is called the f -stable part of M .
An element z P M is called f -nilpotent if f tpzq “ 0 for some integer t.
An Atfu-module M is called f -torsion if every element in M is in the
kernel of some iterate of f , and it is called f -nilpotent if there is an integer
t such that f tpMq “ 0. ˛
Remark 3.34. When M “ H iapAq is a local cohomology module of A,
the notions of f -torsion and f -nilpotent are also denoted by F -torsion and
F -nilpotent, respectively, since the Frobenius action f is induced by the
Frobenius endomorphism on A.
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Assume pA,m,kq is a local ring and x1 . . . , xd is a full system of param-
eters. Then the Frobenius action f on HdmpAq can be described as follows.






s be an element in HdmpAq, then









An Atfu-module that is also an Artinian A-module is called a cofinite
Atfu-module. Cofinite Atfu-modules enjoy an amazing property.
Theorem 3.35. Let A be a local ring of characteristic p ą 0. Assume that
M is an f -torsion cofinite Atfu-module. Then M must be f -nilpotent.
Theorem 3.35 was first proved by Hartshorne and Speiser in [HS77].
There, Hartshorne and Speiser created a version of some of Ogus’ results
from [Ogu73] in characteristic p ą 0. Their motivating question was to de-
termine when the cohomology of every coherent sheaf on the complement
of a projective variety be a finite dimensional vector space. Hartshorne and
Speiser use the Frobenius endomorphism on O
X̂
to supply the information
given by the connection used by Ogus in characteristic zero, and Z{p-étale
cohomology turns up in place of de Rham cohomology. Theorem 3.35 was
later generalized by Lyubeznik in [Lyu97] (using the HR,A-functor discussed
in the sequel). It has found applications in [KLZ09, BSTZ10, BB11] in the
study of singularities and invariants defined by Frobenius.
Theorem 4.6 in [Lyu06b] reads as follows: if k is an algebraically closed
field of positive characteristic, and if pA,m,kq is a complete local ring
with connected punctured spectrum and k Ď A, then H1mpAq is f -torsion.
Lyubeznik derives this via a comparison with local cohomology in a complete
regular local ring that surjects onto A. In [SW08b], this result is sharpened
to a numerical statement over an algebraically closed coefficient field: the
number of connected components of the punctured spectrum of A is one
more than the dimension of the f -stable part of H1mpAq.
A general study of Frobenius operators started with [LS01] and later
was carried out by various authors: aside from Sharp’s article [Sha07a] we
should point at [Sha07b] by the same author, [BB11] who develop the no-
tion of Cartier modules (which are approximately modules with a Frobenius
action), and [Gab04]. The article [KSSZ14] contains positive results on
finiteness dual to [Sch11b] as well as examples of failure.
Definition 3.36. Let pA,m,kq be a local ring of characteristic p ą 0. Given
a cofinite Atfu-module W , a prime ideal p is called a special prime of W if
it is the annihilator of an Atfu-submodule of W . ˛
It is proved in [Sha07a, Corollary 3.7] and [EH08, Theorem 3.6] that if
the Frobenius action f : M ÝÑ M on the Atfu-module M is injective then
M admits only finitely many special primes. This will be useful when we
discuss the F -module length of local cohomology modules in the sequel.
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Definition 3.37 ([EH08]). Let pA,mq be a Noetherian local ring of charac-
teristic p. Let f : HjmpAq ÝÑ HjmpAq denote the Frobenius action induced
by the Frobenius on A.
A submodule N of HjmpAq is called F -stable if fpNq Ď N .
The ring A is called FH-finite ifHjmpAq admits only finitely many F -stable
submodules for each 0 ď j ď dimpAq.
Also, A is called F -injective if the natural Frobenius action f : HjmpAq ÝÑ
H
j
mpAq is injective for each integer j ď dimpAq. ˛
The Frobenius action on local cohomology modules connects with a very
important type of singularities, that of F -rationality, which we recall next.
Definition 3.38. Let A be a Noetherian ring of characteristic p, let A˝
denote the complement of the union of minimal primes in A and let a be an
ideal of A. An element a P A is in the tight closure of a if there is a c P A˝
such that cap
e P arpes for all e " 0. Let a˚ denote the set of elements a P A
that are in the tight closure of a; it is an ideal of A. An ideal a is called
tightly closed if a “ a˚.
A local ring A is called F -rational if a “ a˚ for every parameter ideal
a. ˛
In her work to relate F -rationality (an algebraic notion) to rational sin-
gularity (a geometric notion), Smith [Smi97a] proves the following charac-
terization of F -rationality using a Frobenius action.
Theorem 3.39. Let pA,mq be a d-dimensional excellent local domain of
characteristic p. Then A is F -rational if and only if A is normal, Cohen–
Macaulay, and HdmpAq contains no non-trivial F -stable submodules.
In independent work of Smith, Mehta–Srinivas, and Hara, F -rationality
was shown to be the algebraic counterpart to the notion of rational singular-
ities [MS97, Smi97a, Har98]. The purpose of these studies was to establish
a parallelism between the concept of a rational singularity in characteristic
zero, and invariants based on the Frobenius for its models in finite (large)
characteristic. The development of such connections has a fascinating and
distinguished history, and we recommend the recent and excellent survey
article [TW18] by two experts in the field.
A related construction goes back to [Ene03]. For an element x P A and




es for all large e (cf. Definition 3.38). Enescu shows
in [Ene03] that if A is F -injective and Cohen–Macaulay, then the set of
maximal elements in tIpxq : x R Iu does not depend on I, is finite and
consists only of prime ideals. These are called F -stable primes, and the
collection of them is denoted by FSpRq. Enescu shows further that for an
F -injective Cohen–Macaulay complete local ring A, the F -stable primes can
be expressed in terms of F -unstability, introduced by Fedder and Watanabe.
Enescu and Sharp continued the study of properties of F -stable primes in
[Sha07a, Ene09].
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Along with FH-finiteness goes another property of rings that will come
back to us later:
Definition 3.40. A is called F -pure if pA aÞÑa
p
ÝÝÝÑ Aq bA M is injective for
all A-modules M . ˛
Remark 3.41. For background to this remark we refer to the excellent
article [TW18].
A standard question on “deformation” in commutative algebra is to ask
“If a quotient A{pxq of A by a regular element has a nice property, is A
forced to share it?”.
It turns out that F -purity does not deform in this sense, [Fed83, Sin99a].
The reader familiar with the concepts of F -regularity and F -rationality
may know that F -rationality deforms [HH94] while F -regularity does not
[Sin99b] although it does so for Q-Gorenstein rings [HH94, AKM98]. Very
recently, Polstra and Simpson proved in [PS20] that F -purity deforms in
Q-Gorenstein rings.
It is still an open question whether F -injectivity deforms, but some progress
has been made. Fedder showed in [Fed83] that F -injectivity deforms when
the ring is Cohen–Macaulay. In [HMS14], it was proved that if R{xR is
F -injective and HjmpA{pxℓqq ÝÑ HjmpA{pxqq is surjective for all ℓ ą 1 and j
then A is F -injective. Ma and de Stefani established deformation when the
local cohomology modules H‚mpAq have secondary decompositions that are
preserved by the Frobenius [DSM20]. ˛
In [EH08] it is proved that face rings of finite simplicial complexes are FH-
finite. They showed further that an F -pure and quasi-Gorenstein local ring is
FH-finite, and raised the question whether all F -pure and Cohen–Macaulay
local rings are FH-finite. Ma answered this question in the affirmative by
proving the following result in [Ma14].
Theorem 3.42. Let pA,mq be a Noetherian local ring of characteristic p.
If A is F -pure, then A and all power series rings over A are FH-finite.
In the paper he also proved that if A is F -pure (even just on the punc-
tured spectrum) then H‚mpAq is a finite length AtF u-module, and he also
established that the finite length property is stable under localization. With
Quy, he introduced more recently in [MQ18] the notions F -full (when the
Frobenius action is surjective) and F -anti-nilpotent (when the action is in-
jective on every AtF u-subquotient of local cohomology). They established
that F -anti-nilpotence implies F -fullness and equals FH-finiteness of [EH08].
Inspired by ideas from [HMS14], they prove the interesting fact that both
F -anti-nilpotence and F -fullness do deform.
The action of the Frobenius also ties in naturally with the action of the
Frobenius on the cohomology of projective varieties via the identification
(1.2.0.1). For example, the Segre product of a smooth elliptic curve E with
P1K has F -injective coordinate ring (recall Definition 3.40) if and only if the
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curve is ordinary (the group H1pE;OEq is the degree zero part of H2mpAq
and the Frobenius action is the induced one; here A is the coordinate ring
of E). Compare Example 4.2.
Hartshorne and Speiser in [HS77], and Fedder and Watanabe in [FW89]
studied F -actions on local cohomology with regards to vanishing of coho-
mology on projective varieties, and with regards to singularity types of local
rings respectively.
According to [ST17], a local ring pA,mq is F -nilpotent if the Frobenius
action is nilpotent on H
ădimpAq




(the tight closure of the
zero submodule of H
dimpAq
m pAq), and Srinivas and Takagi show that A is F -
injective and F -nilpotent if and only it is F -rational. In [PQ19], Polstra and
Quy characterize F -nilpotence as (under mild hypotheses) being equivalent
to the equality of tight and Frobenius closure for all parameter ideals. This
work extends the finite length case discussed in [Ma15] and is somewhat
surprising since the complementary notion of F -injectivity is not equivalent
to the Frobenius-closedness of all parameter ideals, [QS17], but only implied
by it.
Ma also shows in [Ma15], in his setting of finite length lower local cohomol-
ogy, that F -injectivity implies the ring being Buchsbaum (a generalization of
Cohen–Macaulay, [SV86]), and that the analogous statement in characteris-
tic zero is true in the sense that, if A is a normal standard graded K-algebra
with K Ě Q that is Du Bois and has finite length lower local cohomology,
then A is Buchsbaum. (A singularity X embedded inside a smooth scheme
over the complex numbers is du Bois, following Schwede’s paper [Sch07],
if and only if an embedded resolution π : Y ÝÑ X of X “ SpecpAq with
reduced total transform E leads to an isomorphism OX “ Rπ˚pOEq. Ini-
tially, Du Bois singularities arose from Hodge-theoretic filtrations of the de
Rham complex in [DB81]; they include normal crossings and quotient sin-
gularities). Du Bois singularities are closely related to (and conjecturally
equivalent to) singularities of dense F -injective type. Recall that, a finite
Z-algebra AZ is of dense F -injective type if its reductions Ap modulo p are
F -injective for infinitely many primes p P Z. Schwede proved in [Sch09c]
that if a finite Z-algebra AZ is of dense F -injective type then the complex
model AC “ AZ bZ C is Du Bois. The other implication remains an open
problem and was proved to be equivalent to the Weak Ordinarity Conjecture
(see [BST17] for details).
We close this section with a brief discussion on the very interesting topic of
the interaction of the Frobenius with Hodge theory, crossing characteristics.
Suppose A is a finitely generated graded C-algebra, and set X :“ ProjpAq.
It is known that certain aspects of the Hodge theory of X are encoded in the
combinatorics of the resolution of singularities of X, [Del71, Del74, ABW13].
For example, Arapura, Bahktari and Wlodarczyk show that if X is a smooth
projective variety over C and D a simple normal crossings divisor in X
then the degree zero graded part Gr0F pH‚pX;Cqq of the Hodge filtration is
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captured by the combinatorics of D (i.e., by its intersection graph). In this
context, Srinivas and Takagi proposed and studied in [ST17] the following
local conjecture.
Conjecture 3.43. If x is a normal isolated singularity on the n-dimensional
C-scheme X then the local ring at x is of F -nilpotent type if and only if for
all i ă dimpXq, the zeroth graded piece Gr0F pH itxupXan,Cqq of the Hodge
filtration is zero. ˛
How much is still unknown in this fascinating area between characteristics
can be seen from the fact that the following conjectural statement is still
open: let V be an pn ´ 1q-dimensional projective simple normal crossings
variety in characteristic zero; then the Frobenius action on H ipVp,OVpq is
not nilpotent for an infinite set of reductions Vp modulo p of V . Srinivas
and Takagi [ST17] prove the case n ´ 1 “ 2 of this and derive from it the
case n “ 3 for the conjecture above.
3.2.3. The Lyubeznik functor HR,A. Assume that A is a homomorphic image
of a Noetherian regular ring R. The approach of building HjI pRq using a
finitely generated R-module results in a very useful functor HR,A from the
category of cofinite Atfu-modules to the category of FR-finite FR-modules.
Remark 3.44. Let R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss and E “ Hnpx1,...,xnqpRq. Denote
as before the Matlis dual functor HomRp´, Eq by Dp´q. Then there is a
functorial R-module isomorphism
τ : DpFRpMqq – FRpDpMqq
for all Artinian R-modules M .




is an R-module homomorphism. Now, assume that M is a cofinite Atfu-
module. Taking the Matlis dual of α, we have an R-module homomorphism
β “ τ ˝Dpαq : DpMq ÝÑ FRpDpMqq,
and hence we have a direct system of Noetherian R-modules:
DpMq βÝÑ FRpDpMqq
FRpβqÝÝÝÝÑ F 2RpDpMqq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
Analogously, let R “ krx1, . . . , xns and denote the graded Matlis dual
functor ˚HomRp´, Eq by D˚p´q. There is a functorial graded R-module
isomorphism
τ : D˚pFRpMqq – FRpD˚pMqq
for all Artinian graded R-modules M .
Let M be a graded Atfu-module. One can check that then (3.2.3.1)
is a graded R-module homomorphism. Now, assume that M is a cofinite
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graded Rtfu-module. Taking the graded Matlis dual of α, we have a graded
R-module homomorphism
β “ τ ˝ D˚pαq : D˚pMq ÝÑ FRpD˚pMqq,
and hence we have a direct system of graded Noetherian R-modules:
D˚pMq βÝÑ FRpD˚pMqq
FRpβqÝÝÝÝÑ F 2RpD˚pMqq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˛
Definition 3.45. Let R be a complete regular local ring R of characteristic
p and let A be a homomorphic image of R. For each cofinite Atfu-module
M , we define
HR,ApMq :“ limÝÑpDpMq
βÝÑ FRpDpMqq
FRpβqÝÝÝÝÑ F 2RpDpMqq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ q
The graded version H˚R,A is defined analogously on homogeneous input.
˛
Example 3.46. Let R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss (or R “ krx1, . . . , xns respectively)
and let I be an ideal of R (homogeneous, if R “ krx1, . . . , xns). Set A “ R{I.
Hence HjmpAq is an Atfu-module according to Remark 3.32. Since HjmpAq
is Artinian, it is a cofinite Atfu-module. Then one can check that




R,ApHjmpAqq – Hn´jI pRq
when R “ krx1, . . . , xns). ˛
Remark 3.47. The functor HR,A (resp. H
˚
R,A) from the category of cofinite
(graded) Atfu-modules to the category of (graded) F -finite F -modules is
contravariant, additive, and exact.
Given a cofinite (graded) Atfu-moduleM , HR,ApMq “ 0 (or H˚R,ApMq “
0 respectively) if and only if the additive map ϕ :M ÝÑ M in Remark 3.32
is nilpotent.
Now Lyubeznik’s vanishing theorem in characteristic p follows from Ex-
ample 3.46: Hn´jI pRq “ 0 if and only if the natural Frobenius (induced by
the Frobenius on R) on HjmpAq is nilpotent. ˛
The nilpotence of action of Frobenius on HjmpAq prompts the following
definition (cf. [Lyu06b, Definition 4.1]).
Definition 3.48. Let pA,mq be a local ring of characteristic p. The F -
depth of A is the smallest i such that H impAq is not f -nilpotent, where
f is the natural action of Frobenius on H impAq induced by the Frobenius
endomorphism on A. ˛
Remark 3.49. One can show that (cf. [Lyu06b, §4])
(1) depthpAq ď F -depthpAq ď dimpAq,
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(2) F -depthpAq “ F -depthpÂq,
(3) F -depthpAq “ F -depthpAredq where Ared “ A{
a
p0q.
In terms of F -depth, the vanishing theorem via Frobenius in characteristic p
can be restated as follows: let pR,mq be a regular local ring of characteristic
p and I be an ideal. Then
lcdRpIq “ dimpRq ´ F -depthpR{Iq.
(Compare also the corresponding statement in characteristic zero, Theorem
4.12). ˛
In general, F -depthpAq can be different from depthpAq as shown in the
following example (cf. [Lyu06b, §5]).
Example 3.50. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p and let C Ď P2k
denote the Fermat curve defined by x3 ` y3 ` z3. Let R “ krx0, . . . , x5s
and I Ď R be the defining ideal of C ˆ P1k Ď P5k. Set A “ pR{Iqm where
m “ px0, . . . , x5q.
If 3 | pp ´ 2q, then
F -depthpAq “ 3 ą 2 “ depthpAq.
See also Example 4.2. ˛
Since F -finite F -modules have finite length in the category of F -modules,
it is natural to ask whether one can compute the length, especially for local
cohomology modules. It turns out that F -module length of local cohomol-
ogy modules is closely related to singularities defined by the Frobenius, and
Lyubeznik’s functor HR,A is a useful tool for studying this length. To illus-
trate this, let R be a regular local ring of characteristic p. That HR,A sets
up a link between the length of H
htpIq
I pRq and the singularities of A “ R{I
was first discovered in [Bli04]; this was later extended and strengthened in
[KMSZ18] as follows, see also [Bit20]
Theorem 3.51. Let R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss (or R “ krx1, . . . , xns), and set
m “ px1, . . . , xnq. Let A “ R{I be a reduced and equidimensional (and
graded, if R “ krx1, . . . , xns) ring of dimension d ě 1. Let c denote the
number of minimal primes of A.
(1) If A has an isolated non-F -rational point at m and k is separably
closed, then
ℓFRpHn´dI pRqq “ dimkpHdmpAqstq ` c.







pApqstq ` dimkpHdmpAqstq ` c,
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(3) If A is F -pure, then ℓFRpHn´dI pRqq is at least the number of special
primes of HdmpAq. Moreover, if A is F -pure and quasi-Gorenstein,
then ℓFRpHn´dI pRqq is precisely the number of special primes of HdmpAq.
It remains an open problem whether one can extend Theorem 3.51 to the
case of a higher dimensional non-F -rational locus.
Recently, in [AMBZ20], Àlvarez Montaner, Boix and Zarzuela computed
ℓF pHjI pRqq and ℓDpH
j
I pRqq when R is a polynomial ring over a field and I
is generated by square-free monomials and pure binomials (i.e. I is a toric
face ideal).
3.3. Interaction between D-modules and F -modules. In characteris-
tic p, the theories of D-modules and F -modules are entwined; it has been
fruitful to consider local cohomology modules from both perspectives.
Remark 3.52. Let k be a field of characteristic p and let R “ krx1, . . . , xns
or R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss. It is clear from the definition that, if pM,θq is an




F 2RpθqÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ F eRpMq
induced by θ is also an isomorphism.
This induces a D “ DpR,kq-module structure on M . To specify the
induced D-module structure, it suffices to specify how Bri1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ B
rins
n acts on
M . Choose e such that pe ě pi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` inq ` 1. Given z P M , we consider
αepzq and we will write it as
ř
rj b zj with rj P F e˚R and zj P M . Then
define
Bri1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Brinsn ¨ z :“ α´1e p
ÿ
Bri1s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Brinsn rj b zjq;
that this is legal is due to a simplification in the product rule in characteristic
p: pxpgq1 “ xppgq1.
Therefore, every F -module is also a D-module. ˛
When R “ krx1, . . . , xns with its standard grading, the D-module struc-
ture on each graded F -module as in Remark 3.52 is also graded. Moreover,
[MZ14] proves the following:
Theorem 3.53. Let R “ krx1, . . . , xns. Every graded F -module is an Euler-
ian graded D-module.
Since every F -module is a D-module, given an F -finite F -module M , one
may compare ℓF pMq and ℓDpMq. A quick observation is that, since each
filtration of M in F is also a filtration in D, one always has
ℓF pMq ď ℓDpMq.
It turns out that this inequality can be strict.
Theorem 3.54 (Proposition 7.5 in [KMSZ18]). Let p be a prime number
such that 7 | pp´ 4q. Let R “ Fprx, y, z, ts and f “ tx7 ` ty7 ` z7. Then
ℓF pH1pfqpRqq “ 3 ă 7 “ ℓDpH1pfqpRqq.
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On the other hand, the equality holds when hypotheses are added:
Theorem 3.55. Let R, I,A be as in Theorem 3.51. If A has an isolated
non-F -rational point at m and k is separably closed, then
ℓF pHn´dI pRqq “ ℓDpHn´dI pRqq.
F -modules and D-modules are deeply connected via a generating prop-
erty. The following is a special case of [AMBL05, Corollary 4.4].
Theorem 3.56. Let k be a field of characteristic p such that rk : kps ă 8
and let R “ krx1, . . . , xns or R “ krrx1, . . . , xnss. Let M be an F -finite F -
module. If z1, . . . , zt P M generate a root of M , then z1, . . . , zt P M generate
M as a D-module.
Theorem 3.56 plays a crucial role in proving that 1{g generates Rg as
a D-module in [AMBL05], and also in proving the finiteness of associated
primes of local cohomology of smooth Z-algebras in [BBL`14].
4. Local cohomology and topology
In this section we discuss the interaction of local cohomology with various
themes of topological flavor. The interactions can typically be seen as a
failure of flatness in some family witnessed by specific elements of certain
local cohomology.
We start with a classical discussion of the number of defining equations
for a variety, then elaborate on the more recent developments that originate
from this basic question. We survey interactions with topology in character-
istic zero, and with the Frobenius map in positive characteristic. We discuss
a collection of applications of local cohomology to various areas: hypergeo-
metric functions, the theory of Milnor fibers, the Bockstein morphism from
topology. We close with a discussion on a set of numerical invariants based
on local cohomology modules introduced by Lyubeznik.
4.1. Arithmetic rank. The main object of interest here is described in our
first definition.
Definition 4.1. The arithmetic rank araApIq of the A-ideal I is the mini-
mum number of generators for an ideal with the same radical as I:




px1, . . . , xℓqu.
Here,
?
´ denotes the radical of the given ideal. ˛
The arithmetic rank of an ideal has been of interest to algebraists for
as long as they have looked at ideals. In a polynomial ring over an alge-
braically closed field it answers the question by how many hypersurfaces
the affine variety defined by I is cut out. The problem of finding this
number has a long history that is detailed excellently in [Lyu89, Lyu02].
Some ground-breaking contributions before the turn of the millennium in-
cluded [Har68, EE73, Ogu73, PS73, Har74, HS77, Spe78, BS90, Lyu92], and
[Kun85] contains a gentle introduction to the problem.
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4.1.1. Some examples and conjectures. Local cohomology is sensitive to arith-
metic rank and relative dimension. Indeed, it follows from the Čech complex
point of view that
maxtk P N | HkI pAq ‰ 0u “ lcdApIq ď araApIq,
while a standard theorem in local cohomology asserts that
mintk P N | HkI pAq ‰ 0u “ depthApI,Aq,
where depthApI,Mq is the length of the longest M -regular sequence in I. If
A is a Cohen–Macaulay ring, depthApI,Aq is the height of the ideal.
There are examples where the arithmetic rank exceeds the local cohomo-
logical dimension, but it is often not easy to verify this since the determi-
nation of lcdApIq and araApIq is tricky.
Example 4.2. (1) Let E be an elliptic curve over any field of character-
istic p ą 0, and consider the Segre embedding E ˆ P1K ãÑ P5K. The curve
E is supersingular if the Frobenius acts as zero on the one-dimensional
space H1pE,OEq. It is known that if E is defined over the integers then
there are infinitely many p for which the reduction Ep is supersingular
[Elk87], and infinitely many primes for which it is ordinary. For exam-
ple, for E “ Varpx3 ` y3 ` z3q, supersingularity is equivalent to p´ 2 being
a multiple of 3. By [HS77, Ex. 3], the local cohomological dimension of the
ideal defining E ˆ P1K in P5K equals three if and only if E is supersingular
(and it is 4 otherwise). However, by [SW05], the arithmetic rank is always
four, independently of supersingularity (and even in characteristic zero).
(2) Let I Ď R “ Crx11, x12, x13, x21, x22, x23s be the ideal describing the
image of the second Veronese map from P2 to P5 over the complex numbers.
Then lcdRpIq “ 3 “ htpIq. On the other hand, as will be discussed in Ex-
ample 4.10, the arithmetic rank of I is 4, not 3. The underlying method, de
Rham cohomology, is the topic of Subsection 4.2. Replacing de Rham ar-
guments with étale cohomology, similar results hold in prime characteristic,
Example 4.14. This is an example where the étale cohomological dimension
of the projective complement U surpasses the sum of the dimension and the
cohomological dimension, ecdpUq “ 6 ą 2 ` 3 “ cdpUq ` dimpUq, compare
also the discussion around Conjecture 4.13.
˛
Finding the arithmetic rank in concrete cases can be extremely difficult;
some of the long-standing open problems in this area include general ques-
tions about “large” ambient spaces, but also about concrete curves:
‚ Hartshorne’s conjecture ([Har74]: If Y “ ProjpR{Iq is a smooth
s-dimensional subvariety of PnC, and s ą 2n3 , is then Y a global
complete intersection (i.e., is Y the zero set of codimpY q many pro-
jective hypersurfaces that, at each point of Y , are smooth and meet
transversally)?
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‚ Is theMacaulay curve in P3K, parameterized as tps4, s3t, st3, t4qus{tPP1
K
,
a set-theoretic complete intersection (i.e., does the defining ideal
have arithmetic rank 2, realized by homogeneous generators)?
This question is specific to characteristic zero, as in prime charac-
teristic p, Hartshorne proved in [Har79] that the Macaulay curve is
a set-theoretic complete intersection for each p.
The (degree 5) Plücker embedding of the (6-dimensional) Grassmann variety
GrCp2, 5q of affine C-planes in C5 into P9K is not contained in a hyperplane,
so Bezout’s Theorem indicates that we are not looking at a complete inter-
section. Thus, the factor 2{3 in the Hartshorne Conjecture is, in a weak
sense, optimal. Asymptotically, the coefficient must be at least 1{2, but
Hartshorne writes in [Har74]: “I do not know any infinite sequences of ex-
amples of noncomplete intersections which would justify the fraction of the
conjecture as n Ñ 8”. On the other hand, even less is known when dimpY q
is small. For example, scores of articles have been devoted to the study of
monomial curves in P3C; in larger ambient spaces [Vog71] contains a crite-




Some of the major vanishing theorems in local cohomology came out of
an unsuccessful attempt to use local cohomology in order to show that cer-
tain curves in P3K cannot be defined set-theoretically by two equations. For
example, let I Ď R “ Krx1, . . . , x4s define an irreducible projective curve.
In order for the arithmetic rank of I to be 2, H3I pRq and H4I pRq should both
be zero. That H4I pRq vanishes follows from the Hartshorne–Lichtenbaum
theorem. That H3I pRq is also always zero is the Second Vanishing Theorem
discussed in Subsection 2.2, in its incarnations due to Ogus, Peskine–Szpiro,
Hartshorne, and Huneke–Lyubeznik. In particular, the desired obstruction
to araApIq “ 2 cannot not materialize, but the attempt led to the discovery
of the Second Vanishing theorem.
On the positive side, Moh proved in [Moh85] that in positive characteristic
every monomial curve in P3K is defined set-theoretically by two binomials;
compare also [CN78, Fer79, Har79, BSR81, RS79]. The construction of the
two binomials uses heavily the Frobenius and, as one might expect, the
equations that work in one characteristic do not work in another [BM98].
In characteristic zero, Kneser proved that a curve in P3K is cut out by three
equations if it has a K-rational point, and monomial space curves are cut
out by three binomials by [BM98], but nothing better is known at this point.
There is recent progress on arithmetic rank and local cohomological di-
mension in toric and monomial situations.
In [Var12], Varbaro shows that if X is a general smooth hypersurface of
projective n-space of degree less than 2n then the arithmetic rank of the
natural embedding of the Segre product of X with a projective line is at
most 2n. This generalizes an observation that appeared in [SW05] where
X is an elliptic curve. Moreover, Varbaro continues, if X is a smooth conic
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in the projective plane then its Segre product with projective m-space has
arithmetic rank exactly 3m, as long as the characteristic is not 2.
Toric varieties, by which we mean here the spectra of semigroup rings
KrSs where S Ď Zd is a finitely generated semigroup, provide a standard
testing ground for theories and conjectures. Note that, for example, the
Macaulay curve falls into this category.
Barile and her coauthors have studied the question whether a toric variety
is a complete or almost complete intersection in [Bar06a, Bar06b, BMT00,
BMT02]. Building on this, [Bar07] shows that certain toric ideals of codi-
mension two are not complete intersections, and that their arithmetic rank
is equal to 3. The combinatorial condition with arithmetic flavor of being
p-glued has been shown to be pertinent here. A semigroup can be p-glued
for exactly one prime p, [BL05]. That such examples might be possible is ex-
plained in part by the fact that the depth of the semigroup ring may depend
on the chosen characteristic: Hochster’s theorem from [Hoc72] indicates for
example how Cohen–Macaulayness can toggle with p.
Monomial ideals and their local cohomology have been studied by Àlvarez-
Montaner and his collaborators, see [Mon13] for notes to a lecture series.
At the heart of this work stands the Galligo–Granger–Maisonobe corre-
spondence between perverse sheaves and hypercubes detailed in [GGM85].
Morally, this is similar to the quiver encoding from Subsection 3.1.2 and
will receive a second look in Section 4.4; compare specifically [AM05] on the
catogory of regular holonomic D-modules with support on a normal crossing
divisor and variation zero, and [AMGLZA03].
In [SV79] a technique is given how to find generators (up to radical) for
ideals that are intersections of ideals with given generators. Application
to monomial ideals relates to systematic search for the arithmetic rank of
certain intersections, compare [Bar04]. Goresky and MacPherson noted in
[GM88, Jew94] a formula on the singular cohomology of the complement
of a complex subspace arrangement. The article [Yan00] generalizes the
formula to subspace arrangements over any separably closed field using étale
cohomology and sheaf theory. These results are then applied to determine
the arithmetic rank of monomial ideals. In [Yan99], Yan studies a question
of Lyubeznik on the arithmetic rank of certain resultant systems and again
uses étale cohomology to get some lower bounds. More recently, Kimura and
her collaborators have produced a wealth of new information on arithmetic
rank of monomial ideals, cf. [KM17] and its bibliography tree.
4.1.2. Endomorphisms of local cohomology. As always, pA,m,kq is a Noe-
therian local ring and a an ideal of A. In this subsection we discuss some
challenges that have arisen in the last two decades, connecting the ques-
tion of finding the arithmetic rank to problems about D-modules, with the
focus on the question of determining whether a given ideal be a complete
intersection.
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We recall that the local cohomologcal dimension lcdApaq is a lower bound
for the arithmetic rank araApaq and that the two invariants may not be
equal, Example 4.2. Nonetheless, as work primarily of Hellus and Stückrad
shows, local cohomology modules contain information that can lead to the
determination of arithmetic rank. However, decoding it successfully is at
this point a serious challenge.
The story starts with a result of Hellus from [Hel05]. Denote E “ EApkq
the injective hull of the residue field. Suppose f1, . . . , fc are elements of a,
and write for simplicity bi for the A-ideal generated by f1, . . . , fi. Assuming
that lcdApaq “ c, Hellus showed that these elements generate a up to radi-
cal if and only if fi operates surjectively on H
c`1´i
a pA{bi´1q for 1 ď i ď c.
This has the following corollary pertaining to set-theoretic complete inter-
sections: if f1, . . . , fc is an A-regular sequence (in our situation this means
that H iapAq “ 0 unless i “ c), then the sequence generates a up to radical if
and only if they form a regular sequence on DpHcapAqq where, as before,
DpMq :“ HomApM,Eq
is the Matlis dual. This is discussed from a new angle in [HP21a]
This motivates (when only one H iapAq is nonzero) the study of the mul-
tiplication operators fi : DpHcapAqq ÝÑ DpHcapAqq, and in particular the
associated primes of DpHcapAqq. In fact, Hellus offers the following conjec-
ture: if pA,m,kq is local Noetherian,
Is AssApDpH ibipAqqq “ tp P SpecA | H
i
bi
pA{pq ‰ 0u ?(4.1.2.1)
(One always has the inclusion Ď above, and in the equi-characteristic case,
the set tp P SpecpAq | f1, . . . , fi is part of an s.o.p. for A{pu is contained in
AssApDpH ibipAqqq—but this may not be an equality. In mixed characteristic,
a similar statement can be made). Hellus proceeds to show that this con-
jecture is equivalent to AssApDpH ibipAqqq being stable under generalization,
and also gives the following reformulation:
Problem 4.3. For all Noetherian local domains pA,m,kq and for all f1, . . . , fc P
A, show that the nonvanishing of H ipf1,...,fiqpAq implies that the zero ideal is
associated to DpH ipf1,...,fiqpAqq. ˛
Remark 4.4. A significant part of Problem 4.3 was resolved positively in
[LY18]. Namely, if R is a regular Noetherian local ring of prime character-
istic, then AssRpDpH iIpRqqq contains t0u, as long as H iIpRq is nonzero. In
fact, it is shown for all F -finite F -modules M that t0u has to be associated
to at least one of M,DpMq. The proof is an explicit construction of an
element that is not torsion.
Motivated by their work in prime characteristic, they conjectured in
[LY18, Conjecture 1] that, if pR,mq is a regular local ring and I is an ideal
such that H iIpRq ‰ 0, then p0q P AssRpDpH iIpRqqq. ˛
Remark 4.5. Let R “ Z2rrx0, . . . , x5ss and let I be the monomial ideal as
in Example 2.23. It follows from [DSZ19, Remark 5.3] that the arithmetic
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rank of I is 4; equivalently there are f1, . . . , f4 P R such that H4I pRq “
H4pf1,...,f4qpRq. By [DSZ19, Proposition 5.5], H
4
I pRq – ER̄pR̄{mqq, where
R̄ “ R{p2q and m “ p2, x0, . . . , x5q. Hence
DpH4pf1,...,f4qpRqq “ DpH
4
I pRqq – R̄.
Consequently the zero ideal is not associated to DpH4pf1,...,f4qpRqq. This an-
swers Hellus’ question in Problem 4.3 in the negative for unramified regular
local rings of mixed characteristic, and provides a counterexample to the
conjecture of Lyubeznik and Yildirim in mixed characteristic. ˛
In [Hel07b], an example is given where arithmetic rank and local co-
homological dimension differ. What is special here is that lcdApaq “ 1;
the author gives a criterion for the arithmetic rank to be one, based on
the prime avoidance property of AssApDpH1a pAqqq. In the same year and
journal [Hel07a], he shows for Cohen–Macaulay rings the curious identity
HcapDpHcapRqqq “ DpRq, provided that c “ lcdApaq is also the grade of a.
This was subsequently generalized in [Kha07].
In [HS08c], Hellus and Stückrad continue their study of associated primes
of, and regular sequences on, DpHcapAqq. They show that Hmpf1,...,fmqpAq al-
ways surjects onto Hm`npf1,...,fm,g1,...,gnqpAq for m ą 0 and derive from this some
insights about the inclusion (4.1.2.1), and about Problem 4.3 when A is a
complete domain and a a 1-dimensional prime. In [HS08a] the same authors
show that in a complete local ring, when a has the local cohomological be-
havior of a complete interection (i.e., H iapAq “ 0 unless i “ c), then the
natural map A ÝÑ EndApHcapAqq is an isomorphism. (In general, this map
is not surjective and has a kernel). In particular, no element of A annihi-
lates HcapAq. By results mentioned above, this means that if a behaves local
cohomologically like a complete intersection and if f1, . . . , fc is an A-regular
sequence in a, then DpHcapDpHcapAqqqq is an ideal of A which, if computable,
predicts whether a is a complete intersection. For more on EndApHcapAqq,
see [Sch09b, Kha10, Sch10, Sch11a].
In [HS08b] it is investigated which ideals behave like a complete intersec-
tion from the point of local cohomology, by establishing relations to iterated
local cohomology functors which then lead to Lyubeznik numbers (see Sec-
tion 4.4). For example, if a “ pf1, . . . , fcq is an ideal of dimension d in a
local Gorenstein ring, and if a is a complete intersection outside the maximal
ideal, then [H iapAq “ 0 unless i “ c] precisely when [HdmpHcapAqq “ EApkq
and H impHcapAqq “ 0 for i ‰ d]. In particular, the complete intersection
property of a is then completely detectable from HcapAq alone. A new ver-
sion of some of these ideas is given in a recent work of Hartshorne and Polini,
who introduce and investigate coregular sequences and codepth in [HP21a].
4.2. Relation with de Rham and étale cohomology.
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4.2.1. The Čech–de Rham complex. Suppose I Ď RK :“ Krx1, . . . , xns is
generated by f1, . . . , fm and assume Q Ď K. The finitely many coeffi-
cients of f1, . . . , fm all lie in some finite extension k of Q, and because
of flatness one has H iIpKrx1, . . . , xnsq “ H iIkpkrx1, . . . , xnsq bk K, where
Ik “ pf1, . . . , fmqRk “ I XRk with Rk “ krx1, . . . , xns.
The finite extension k can be embedded into C and then, by flatness again,
H iIpCrx1, . . . , xnsq “ H iIkpkrx1, . . . , xnsqbkC. It follows that most aspects of
the behavior of local cohomology in characteristic zero can be studied over
the complex numbers.
Convention 4.6. In this subsection, k “ C and I is an ideal of R “
Crx1, . . . , xns. The advantage of working over C is that one has access to
topological notions and tools. ˛
The arithmetic rank of the ideal I is the smallest number of principal
open affine sets Uf that cover the complement UI “ CnzVarpIq. Any Uf
arises also as the closed affine set defined by f ¨ x0 “ 1 inside Cn ˆ C1x0 .
Complex affine space as well as all its Zariski closed subsets are Stein
spaces. This is a complex analytic condition that includes separatedness
by holomorphic functions, and a convexity condition about compact sets
under holomorphic functions. It implies, among other things, that a Stein
space of complex dimension n has the homotopy type of an n-dimensional
CW-complex. In particular, a Stein space S of complex dimension n can-
not have singular cohomology H iSingpS;´q beyond degree n. That complex
affine varieties have this latter property is the Andreotti–Frankel Theorem.
(For example, a Riemann surface is Stein exactly when it is not compact).
In the “spirit of GAGA”, [Ser55, Ser56], Stein spaces are the notion that
corresponds to affine varieties.
Now consider the complement UI “ Uf1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YUfm of the variety VarpIq.
It follows from the Mayer–Vietoris principle that H iSingpU ;´q “ 0 for all
i ą n`m´ 1 and all coefficients. Being Stein is not a local property:
Example 4.7. Let I “ px, yq Ď Crx, ys. Then UI is homotopy equivalent
to the 3-sphere and in particular cannot be Stein. ˛
The Čech complex on a set of generators for I is always a complex in the
category of D-modules. Let ϕ : X ÝÑ Y be a morphism of smooth algebraic
varieties. We refer to [HTT08] for background and details on the following
continuation of the discussion on functors on D-modules in Section 3.
There are (both regular and exceptional) direct and inverse image func-
tors between the categories of bounded complexes of D-modules on X and
Y . These functors preserve the categories of complexes with holonomic co-
homology. In particular, one can apply them to the structure sheaf, or to
local cohomology modules and Čech complexes.
If ι : U ãÑ X is an open embedding and M a DU -module, then the direct
image of M under ι as D-module agrees with the direct image as O-module.
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For example, in both categories there is an exact triangle
RΓXzU p´q ÝÑ id ÝÑ ι˚pp´q|U q `1ÝÑ .
Let X “ Cn and choose ϕ : X ÝÑ Y be the projection to a point Y . Write
ωX “ DX{pB1, . . . Bnq ¨ DX ;
this gives the canonical sheaf of the manifold X a right DX-structure in
a functorial way. Then under ι : U ãÑ X, OU turns into a complex of
sheaves that is represented on global sections by the Čech complex on gen-
erators of the ideal I “ pf1, . . . , fmq describing XzU . The D-module direct
image under ϕ corresponds to the functor ωX bLDX p´q whose output is
a complex of vector spaces. Applying this functor to the Čech complex
for I invites the inspection of a Čech–de Rham spectral sequence starting
with TorDX‚ pωX ,H‚I pOXqq. With R “ ΓpX,OXq, ωR “ ΓpX,ωXq, and
D “ ΓpX,DXq, the Grothendieck Comparison Theorem [Gro66] asserts that
on global sections, the abutment of the spectral sequence is the reduced de
Rham cohomology of U ,
E
i,j
2 “ TorDn´jpωR,H iIpRqq ñ H̃
i`j´1
dR pU ;Cq.(4.2.1.1)
We note in passing that there are algorithmic methods that can compute the
pages of this spectral sequence as vector spaces over C, see [OT99, Wal00,
Wal01a, OT01]. In the sequence (4.2.1.1), the Tor-groups involved vanish
for the index exceeding dimX, and so the spectral sequence operates clearly
inside the rectangle 0 ď i ď lcdRpIq, 0 ď j ď n. However, it is actually
limited to a much smaller, triangular region, compare [RWZ21].
This now opens the door to direct comparisons between local cohomology
groups of high index and singular cohomology groups of high index; the
de Rham type arguments in the following example are written down in
[LSW16, HP21b], but are folklore and were known to the authors of [Ogu73]
and [Har75]. For example, Theorem 2.8 in [Ogu73] shows that in a regular
local ring R over Q with closed point p, the vanishing of local cohomology
H
j
I pRq for all j ą r implies the vanishing of the local de Rham cohomology
groups H ippSpecpR{Iqq for all i ă dimpRq ´ r (and is in fact equivalent to it
if one already knows that the support of HjI pRq is inside p for j ą r).
Example 4.8. We continue Example 2.14 with K “ C. The open set
U “ C6zVarpIq consists of the set of 2 ˆ 3 complex matrices of rank two.
The closed set V “ VarpIq is smooth outside the origin, as one sees from the
GLp2,Cq-action. Since dimpR{Iq “ 4, the height of I is 2 and so H2`1I pRq
must be, if nonzero, supported at the origin only, by Remark 1.4.
Since H3I pRq is also a holonomic D-module, D being the ring of C-linear
differential operators on R, Kashiwara equivalence ([HTT08, §1.1.6]) asserts
that H3I pRq is a finite direct sum of λ copies of E, the R-injective hull of the
residue field at the origin. The number λ can be evaluated as follows.
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Since I is 3-generated, Hą3I pRq “ 0 and the Čech–de Rham spectral
sequence shows that H ipU ;Cq vanishes for i ą 6 ` 3 ´ 1 “ 8. Moreover,
an easy exercise shows that TorDn´jpωR, Eq “ 0 unless j “ 0, and in that
case returns one copy of C so that the only possibly nonzero E2-entry in
the spectral sequence (4.2.1.1) in column 3 is the entry E3,62 “ Cλ. The
workings of the spectral sequence make it clear that all differentials into
and out of position p3, 6q on all pages numbered 2 and up vanish. So,
Cλ “ E3,62 “ E
3,6
8 “ H8pU ;Cq. We now compute this group explicitly via
the following argument taken from Mel Hochster’s unpublished notes on
local cohomology.
Let A be a point of U , representing a rank two 2 ˆ 3 matrix. Con-
sider the deformation that scales the top row to length 1, followed by
the deformation (based on gradual row reduction) that makes the bottom
row perpendicular to the top row and then scales it to length 1 as well.
Then the top row varies in the 5-sphere, and for each fixed top row the
bottom row varies in a 3-sphere. Let M be this retract of U and note
that, projecting to the top row, it is the total space of an S3-bundle over
S5. Both base and fiber are orientable, and the base is simply connected.
Thus, M is an orientable compact manifold of dimension 8 which forces
1 “ dimCH8pM ;Cq “ dimCH8pU ;Cq “ λ. ˛
Remark 4.9. Already Ogus proved in [Ogu73] results that relate the local
cohomology module H3I pRq of Example 4.8 to topological information. We
discuss this in and after Theorem 4.12 below. In brief, the non-vanishing of
H3I pRq is “to be blamed” on the failure of the restriction map H2dRpP5Cq ÝÑ
H2dRpY q to be surjective. Here, Y is the image of the Segre map and
dimCpH2dRpY qq “ dimCpH2dRpP1K ˆ P2Kqq “ 2 by the Künneth theorem. ˛
Example 4.10 (Compare [Ogu73, Exa. 4.6]). Let ι : P2C ãÑ P5C be the second
Veronese morphism, denote the target by X, the image by Z and write
U :“ XzZ. There is a long exact sequence of singular (local) cohomology
H
p
ZpX;´q ÝÑ HppX;´q ÝÑ HppU ;´q
`1ÝÑ
and a natural identification HpZpX;´q – pH
2 dimX´p
c pZ;´qq_ with com-
pactly supported cohomology, for any coefficient field, compare [Ive86, §6.6].
Via Poincaré duality, this allows to identify the mapHpZpX;´q ÝÑ HppX;´q
as the dual to H2dimX´ppZ;´q ÝÑ H2 dimX´ppX;´q. Now take Z{2Z as
coefficients. Then, since ι˚ sends the generator of H2pX;Zq to twice the
generator of H2pZ;Zq, the long exact sequence shows that H8pU ;Z{2Zq is
nonzero. Thus, U cannot be covered by three affine sets and araApIq ě 4.
(In fact, araApIq “ 4 as one finds easily from experiments). ˛
4.2.2. Algebraic de Rham cohomology. In [Har75], Hartshorne defines and
develops for (possibly singular) schemes over a field of characteristic zero
a purely algebraic (co)homology theory that he connects to singular coho-




dRpY q of Y embedded into a smooth scheme X is the q-th hypercohomol-
ogy on X of the de Rham complex on X, completed along Y . Similarly, the
de Rham homology HqpY q of Y is the p2 dimpXq ´ qq-th local hypercoho-
mology group with support in Y of the de Rham complex on X. (We add
here a pointer to Remark 3.12). Hartshorne develops many tools of singular
(co)homology: Mayer–Vietoris sequences, Thom–Gysin sequences, Poincaré
duality, and a local (relative) version. With it, he shows foundational finite-
ness as well as Lefschetz type theorems.
One of the most remarkable applications of his theory as it relates to local
cohomology is worked out in the thesis of Ogus, and based on the following
definition.
Definition 4.11 ([Ogu73, Dfn. 2.12]). Let Y be a scheme over a field of
characteristic zero. The de Rham depth dR-depthpY q of Y is the greatest
integer d such that for every point y P Y (closed or not) one has
H iypY q “ 0 for i ă d ´ dimptyuq.
˛
This number never exceeds the dimension of Y as one sees by looking at
a closed point y. Ogus uses it in the following fundamental result; we point
here at Remark 3.49 for the corresponding result in positive characteristic
and note the formal similarities both of de Rham and F -depth, and the
corresponding results on local cohomological dimension.
Theorem 4.12 ([Ogu73, Thm. 2.13]). If Y is a closed subset of a smooth
Noetherian scheme X of dimension n over a field k of characteristic zero,
then for each d P N one has
rlcdpX,Y q ď n´ ds ô rdR-depthpY q ě ds.
In particular, if Y “ SpecpR{Iq for some regular k-algebra R then n ´
lcdRpIq “ dR-depthpY q is intrinsic to Y and does not depend on X.
Now let Y be a projective variety over the field k of characteristic zero,
embedded into Pnk . Let R be the coordinate ring of P
n
k and I the defining
ideal of Y ; of course, these are not determined by Y . Then Ogus obtains in
[Ogu73, Thm. 4.1] the equivalences
rlcdpPnk , Y q ď rs ô rSuppRpH iIpRqq Ď m for i ą rs
ô rdR-depthpY q ě n´ rs.
In particular, for any such embedding, the smallest integer r such that
HąrI pRq is Artinian is intrinsic to Y .
One might wonder whether a similar result holds for lcdpR, Iq itself. With
the same notations as in the previous theorem, Ogus proves in [Ogu73,
Thm. 4.4]:
rcdpPnk r Y q ă rs
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(that is, lcdpR, Iq ď r) is equivalent to
“
rdR-depthpY q ě n´ rs and rH idRpPnkq ։ H idRpY q for i ă n´ rs
‰
.
Note that these restriction maps are always injective, and surjectivity is
preserved under Veronese maps.
4.2.3. Lefschetz and Barth Theorems. Let X Ď PnC be a projective variety
and H Ď PnC a hyperplane. Setting Y “ X X H, the Lefschetz hyperplane
theorem states that under suitable hypotheses the natural restriction map
ρiX,Y : H
i
SingpX;Cq ÝÑ H iSingpY ;Cq(4.2.3.1)
is an isomorphism for i ă dimpY q and injective for i “ dimpY q. In the
original formulation by Lefschetz, X is supposed to be smooth and H should
be generic (which then entails Y being smooth). Inspection showed that the
relevant condition is that the affine scheme XzY be smooth, since then the
relative groups H iSingpX,Y ;Cq are zero in the required range.
It is clear that one can iterate this procedure and derive similar con-
nections between the cohomology of X and the cohomology of complete
intersections on X that are well-positioned with respect to the singularities
of X. (Recall that any hypersurface section can be cast as a hyperplane
section via a suitable Veronese embedding of X).
A rather more difficult problem is to establish connections when Y is
not a complete intersection. At the heart of the problem is the issue that
in general XzY will not be affine and thus might allow more complicated
cohomology.
In [Bar70], Barth developed theorems that connect, for Y Ď PnC smooth
(and of small codimension), the surjectivity of ρiPn
C
,Y to the surjectivity of
restrictions ρiPn
C
,Y pFq of coherent sheaves F and hence to the cohomological
dimension of PnCzY and the arithmetic rank of the defining ideal of Y . More
precisely, he proved that surjectivity of ρiPn
C
,Y pFq occurs for i ď 2 dimpY q ´
n and proved for F “ OPn
C
that surjectivity of ρiPn
C
,Y pFq is equivalent to
surjectivity of ρiPn
C
,Y in the sense of Equation (4.2.3.1) above. As a corollary,
he obtained a more general form of the Lefschetz Hyperplane Theorem: if
PnC Ě X,Y are smooth with dimpXq “ a, dimpY q “ b then
ρiY,XXY : H
ipY ;Cq ÝÑ H ipX X Y ;Cq
is an isomorphism for i ď minp2b´n, a`b´n´1q. It is worth looking at the
special case when X is the ambient projective space. For i “ 0 the theorem
then generalizes the fundamental fact that a smooth subvariety of pure di-
mension a is connected whenever 2a ě n. But it also gives obstructions for
embedding varieties into projective spaces of given dimension, since it forces
the singular cohomology groups H ipY ;Cq to agree with those of PnC in the
range i ď 2 dimpY q ´ n. For example, an Abelian variety Y of dimension
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b cannot be embedded in Y “ P2b´1C since with such embedding the map
H1pP2b´1;Cq ÝÑ H1pY ;Cq should be surjective.
Barth uses the special unitary group action on PnC to “spread” the classes
on Y to classes on PnC near Y . In order to glue them, he then needs a suitable
cohomological triviality of the complement of Y . In [Ogu73], Ogus gives an
algebraic version of Barth’s transplanting technique, and succeeds (in his
section 4) in proving various statements that connect the isomorphy of the
restriction maps of de Rham cohomology of two schemes X Ď Y Ď Pnk to
the de Rham depths of X, Y and X r Y .
In [Spe78], Speiser studies in varying characteristics the cohomological
dimension of the complement CY of the diagonal in Y ˆ Y . As a stepping
stone he studies CPn
K
for arbitrary fields. In any characteristic, the diagonal
scheme is the set-theoretic intersection of 2n´ 1 very ample divisors. How-
ever, a big difference appears for cohomological dimension: cdpCPn
K
q “ 2n´2
when Q Ď K, but cdpCPn
K
q “ n ´ 1 in positive characteristic. The discrep-
ancy is due to the Peskine–Szpiro Vanishing since the diagonal comes with
a Cohen–Macaulay coordinate ring.
In characteristic zero, Speiser’s results imply that the diagonal of projec-
tive space is cut out set-theoretically by 2n´ 1 and no fewer hypersurfaces.
More generally, for Cohen–Macaulay Y , he shows in [Spe78, Thm. 3.3.1] a
similar vanishing result about CY in positive characteristic over algebraically
closed fields: the cohomological dimension of Y ˆY z∆ is bounded by 2n´2
whenever Y Ď Pn is a Cohen–Macaulay scheme of dimension s ě pn` 1q{2.
4.2.4. Results via étale cohomology. Suppose U is an open subset of affine
space X “ Cn with closed complement V “ XzU with defining ideal I in
the appropriate polynomial ring R. We have seen in (4.2.1.1) that the local
cohomological dimension lcdRpIq is related to the de Rham cohomology via
the vanishing
H idRpU ;Cq “ 0 whenever i ě lcdpIq ` n´ 1 “ cdpUq ` n.(4.2.4.1)
We mention here a variant of this in arbitrary characteristic, involving étale
cohomology. This is a cohomology theory that interweaves topological data
with arithmetic information. We refer to [Mil80, Mil21] for guidance on
étale cohomology.
One significant difference to the de Rham case is that the basic version
of étale cohomology involves coefficients that are torsion (i.e., sheaves with
stalk Z{ℓZ) of order not divisible by p “ chpkq.
In many aspects, over a separably closed field k, étale cohomology be-
haves quite similar to de Rham or singular cohomology over the complex
numbers. For example, on non-singular projective varieties there is a version
of Poincaré duality, there is a Künneth theorem, and if a variety is defined
over Z then its model over C has singular cohomology group ranks equal to
the corresponding étale cohomology ranks of the reductions modulo p for
most primes p.
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The étale cohomology groups on a scheme X vanish beyond 2dimX,
and even beyond dimpXq if X is affine, similar to the Andreotti–Frankel
Theorem. So, it makes sense to talk of étale cohomological dimension
ecdp´q, the largest index of a non-vanishing étale cohomology group. The
Mayer–Vietoris principle implies that if V is a variety inside affine n-space
X ‰ V over the algebraically closed field k, cut out by the ideal I, then
with U “ XzV one has
ecdpIq ď n` araApIq ´ 1.(4.2.4.2)
Note that araApIq ě lcdRpIq “ cdpUq ` 1.
In [Lyu02], Lyubeznik formulates the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4.13. Over a separably closed field k,
ecdpUq ě dimpUq ` cdpUq.
˛
In this conjecture, U need not be the complement of an affine variety or
even smooth. Comparison with (4.2.4.1) shows that (for complements of va-
rieties in affine or projective spaces) the conjecture can be interpreted to say
that étale cohomology always provides a better lower bound for arithmetic
rank than local cohomological dimension does. At present, this conjecture
seems wide open. Varbaro shows in [Var12] that it holds over C in the case
that U is the complement in projective space PnCzV of a smooth variety V
with cdpPnzV q ą codimPnpV q ´ 1.
Example 4.14. We continue Example 4.10. For K “ C and all other field
coefficients of characteristic not equal to 2, one has H8pU ;Kq “ 0. Thus, we
cannot conclude that lcdRpIq ě 4 in the way we concluded in Example 4.8.
In fact, as Ogus [Ogu73, Exa. 4.6] proved, cdpUq “ 2 (and so lcdRpIq “ 3)
and, in particular, ecdpUq ą dimpUq ` cdpUq.
In finite characteristic different from 2, if one replaces “singular” by
“étale”, the same formal arguments as in Example 4.10 show that the arith-
metic rank of the defining ideal of the Plücker embedding is 4 while (since
the coordinate ring is Cohen–Macaulay) lcdRpIq “ 3.
In characteristic 2, the arithmetic rank drops to 3 and the ideal is gener-
ated up to radical by ttxxtyy ´ txytxy, txxtzz ´ txztxz, tyytzz ´ tyztyzu since,
for example, txxtzzptxxtyy ´ txytxyq ` txytxyptxxtzz ´ txztxzq ` txxtxxptyytzz ´
tyztyzq “ ptxxtyz ´ txytxzq2 in characteristic 2. ˛
Remark 4.15. In [Var12, Rmk. 2.13], Varbaro points out that Example
4.14 shows that the étale cohomological dimension of the complement of
an embedding of P2k into P
5
k depends on the embedding: for a subspace
embedding it is at most 3 ` 4 since the subspace is covered by three affine
spaces of dimension 5, but for the Veronese it is 8 (compare also [Bar95]
for arithmetic rank consequences that highlight variable behavior in varying
characteristic). This contrasts with his Theorem 2.4, which states that the
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quasi-coherent cohomological dimension is independent of the embedding
(intrinsic to the given smooth projective subvariety).
Ogus proved in [Ogu73, Ex. 4.6] for any Veronese map of a projective space
in characteristic zero that the local cohomological dimension agrees with the
height of the defining ideal. In positive characteristic, the same follows from
Peskine–Szpiro [PS73, Prop. III.4.1]. In [Pan21], Pandey shows that this is
even true over the integers, and by extension then over every commutative
Noetherian ring. ˛
Now, recall Speiser’s result from Subsection 4.2.3, on the arithmetic rank
2n´ 1 of the diagonal of PnK ˆPnK. In [Var12] Varbaro shows that it remains
true in every characteristic as long as K is separably closed; note, however,
that the cohomological dimension of the complement is much smaller in
finite characteristic, always equal to n´ 1. The main ingredient comes from
Künneth theorems on étale cohomology.
There are Lefschetz and Barth type results for étale cohomology. For
example, in [Lyu93a, Prop 9.1], Lyubeznik proves the following: assume K
to be separably closed, of any characteristic, and pick two varieties Y Ď X
with XzY smooth. If ecdpUq ă 2 dimpXq ´ r then H ietpXet,Z{ℓZq ÝÑ
H ietpYet,Z{ℓZq is an isomorphism for i ă r and injective for i “ r.
In the [Var12], Varbaro also investigates the interaction of étale coho-
mological dimension with intersections: let K be an algebraic closed field
of arbitrary characteristic and let X and Y be two smooth projective vari-
eties of dimension at least 1. Set Z “ X ˆ Y Ď PNK (any embedding) and
U “ PNzZ. Then ecdpUq ě 2N ´ 3. In particular, if dimZ ě 3 then Z
cannot be a set-theoretic complete intersection by Equation 4.2.4.2.
4.3. Other applications of local cohomology to geometry.
4.3.1. Bockstein morphisms. In this subsection we discuss a construction
that originates (to our knowledge) in topology but can, in principle, be used
as a tool to study any linear functor in prime characteristic.
For this we need the following concept. A collection of functors tF‚u is
a covariant δ-functor (in the sense of Grothendieck) if for each short exact
sequence of A-modules 0 ÝÑ M 1 ÝÑ M ÝÑ M2 ÝÑ 0 one obtains a
functorial long exact sequence
. . . ÝÑ FipM 1q ÝÑ FipMq ÝÑ FipM2q ÝÑ Fi`1pM 1q ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
Now suppose that for some A-moduleM , multiplication by f P A induces
an injection 0 ÝÑ M fÝÑ M πÝÑ M{fM ÝÑ 0. If F‚ is a covariant
δ-functor that is A-linear (i.e., each Fi is additive, and FipM a¨hÝÑ Nq “
FipMq a¨F
iphqÝÑ FipNq for all a P A and all h P HomApM,Nq then there is an
induced long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ FipM{fMq
δ
F,i






fÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
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Remark 4.16. (1) Clearly, f, i,F and the A{fA-module M{fM are in-
gredients of a Bockstein morphism. However, while the notation does not
indicate this, is also depends on A and the avatarM
fÝÑ M forM{fM (or at
least an infinitesimal avatar 0 ÝÑ M{fM ÝÑ M{f2M ÝÑ M{fM ÝÑ 0).
Bocksteins are not intrinsic but arise from a specialization.
(2) It is possible to modify the constructions to include contravariant
functors, or A-modules N on which f acts surjectively.
˛
The orginal version of a Bockstein morphism appeared in topology, where
A “ Z, f is a prime number, M is an Abelian group without p-torsion, and
F‚ is singular homology (or cohomology) with coefficientsM on a fixed space
X. Generally, in this context there is a Bockstein spectral sequence that
arises from the short exact sequence of singular chains on X with coefficients
in M,M and M{pM respectively. It starts with E1i,j “ Hi`jpX;M{pMq,
the differential on the E1-page is the Bockstein morphism, and it converges
to the free part of Hi`jpX;Mq tensored with Z{pZ.
In [SW11], Bockstein maps were introduced and studied in local coho-
mology. So, A is a Noetherian Z-algebra, I “ pg “ g1, . . . , gmq Ď A is an
ideal, and M is a p-torsion free A-module. In this setup there are several
δ-functors F‚ that arise naturally: the local cohomology functor Fi “ H iIp´q
with support in I, the extension functors Fi “ ExtiApA{Iℓ,´q, the Koszul
cohomology functors Fi “ H ip´;gq. It is shown in [SW11] that in the
same way that these three δ-functors allow natural transformations, the
three families of Bockstein morphisms are compatible. Several examples
are given, based (for example) on the arithmetic of elliptic curves and on
subspace arrangements.
One result of [SW11] states that when A is a polynomial ring over Z con-
taining the ideal I, then the Bockstein on H‚I pR{pRq is zero except for a
finite set of primes p. On a more topological note, the same article inves-
tigates the interplay between Bocksteins on local cohomology and those on
singular homology in the context of Stanley–Reisner rings. More precisely,
let R “ Zrxs be the Zn-graded polynomial ring on the vertices of the sim-
plicial complex ∆ on n vertices, and let m “ pxq be the graded maximal
ideal. Hochster linked the multi-graded components of the local cohomol-
ogy H‚mpMbZR{Iq with the singular cohomology with coefficients inM of a
certain simplicial subcomplex of ∆ determined by the chosen multi-degree,
[Hoc77]. Then [SW11] shows that the topological Bocksteins on these links
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are compatible with the local cohomology Bocksteins via Hochster’s identi-
fication, and that it behaves well with respect to local duality.





f is zero; this is the origin of the Bockstein spectral sequence
mentioned above. Its ingredients are the Bockstein cohomology modules
kerpβF,i`1f q{ impβ
F,i
f q. In [Put19], this notion is used to study the extended
Rees ring ArIt, t´1s of an m-primary ideal in the local ring pA,mq asM , using
t for f and F is the local cohomology with support inm. The accomplishment
consists in vanishing theorems for local cohomology of the associated graded
ring grIpAq, extending earlier such results of Narita, and Huckaba–Huneke
[Nar63, HH99].
4.3.2. Variation of Hodge structures and GKZ-systems. Here we give a brief
motivation of A-hypergeometric systems and explain how local cohomology
of toric varieties enters the picture. We recommend [SST00, Sti98, RSSW21]
for more detailed information and literature sources.
Notation 4.17. Let ta1, . . . ,anu “ A Ď Zdˆn satisfy the following proper-
ties:
(1) the cone CA :“ Rě0A spanned by the columns of A inside Rd is d-
dimensional and its lineality (the dimension of the largest real vector space
that it contains) is zero;
(2) there exists a Z-linear functional
h : Zd ÝÑ Z
such that hpajq “ 1 for 1 ď j ď n;
(3) the semigroup NA :“ řnj“1Naj agrees with the intersection Zd XCA.
˛
The graded (via h) semigroup ring
SA :“ CrNAs
gives rise to a projective toric variety YA Ď Pn´1C of dimension d´ 1 and its
cone XA “ SpecpSAq Ď Cn. They can be viewed as (partial) compactifica-




and T̃ respectively, where a0 is a suitable element of Z
d X CA that induces
h in the sense that hpajq is the dot product xa0,ajy.
A global section FA,x P ΓpYA,OYAp1qq is an element
ř
xjt
aj of the Lau-
rent polynomial ring Crt˘1 , . . . , t˘d s that is equivariant under the action of
HomZpZa0,C˚q. Its vanishing defines a hypersurface Zx inside T with com-
plement Ux “ TzZx. Batyrev initiated the study of the Hodge theory of
these objects in his search for mirror symmetry on toric varieties and their
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hypersurfaces [Bat93]. As is explained in Stientra’s article [Sti98], for under-
standing the weight filtration on the cohomology of Zx it is useful to study
Hodge aspects of the cohomology H‚pT̃, Z̃x;Cq relative to the affine cone
Z̃x :“ T̃ X VarpFA,x ´ 1q.
A powerful tool in this endeavor is the idea of letting s vary and studying
these cohomology groups as a family, viewing the coefficients of the Laurent
polynomial as parameters. For this, read the parameter x of FA,x as a point
in Cn. For any face τ of the cone CA let F
τ
A,x be the subsum of FA,x of terms
with support on τ . Then x is non-degenerate if the singular locus of F τA,x
does not meet T̃ for any τ , including the case τ “ A.
For non-degenerate x, H ipT̃, Z̃x;Cq is nonzero only when i “ d and there
is a natural identification of HdpT̃, Z̃x;Cq with the stalk of the solutions of
a certain natural D-module that we describe next.
For what is to follow, we assume that A satisfies condition 4.17(1) but
not necessarily 4.17(2) and 4.17(3), unless indicated expressly.
Let DA be the Weyl algebra Crx1, . . . , xnsxB1, . . . , Bny with subring OA “





lu :“ Bu` ´ Bu´ (box operators).
Here, 1 ď i ď d and u P LA with pu`qi “ maxtui, 0u and pu´qi “
maxt´ui, 0u. Then choose a parameter vector β P Cd and define the hyper-
geometric ideal
HApβq “ DA ¨ tEi ´ βiudi“1 `DA ¨ tluuuPLA
and the hypergeometric module
MApβq :“ DA{HApβq
to A and β. These modules were defined by Gelfand, Graev, Kapranov and
Zelevinsky in a string of articles including [GGZ87, GZK89] during their
investigations of Aomoto type integrals. The modules are always holonomic
[Ado94], and they are regular holonomic if and only if A satisfies Condition
4.17.(2), [SW08a]. We refer to [SST00] for extensive background on hyper-
geometric functions, their associated differential equations, and how they
relate to hypergeometric modules MApβq via a dehomogenization technique
investigated in [BMW19]. The article [RSSW21] is a gentle introduction to
hypergeometric D-modules, combined with a survey on recent applications
to Hodge theory.
Let RA “ CrB1, . . . , Bns; while this is a subring of operators of DA, one
can also view it as a polynomial ring in its own right. The ideal
IA :“ RA ¨ tluuuPLA
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that forms part of the defining equations for HApβq is called the toric ideal ;
its variety in Ĉn “ SpecRA is the toric variety XA. We use here the
“hat” to distinguish the copy of complex n-space that arises as SpecRA
from that which arises as SpecOA. The two are domain and target of the
Fourier–Laplace transform FLp´q which, on elements of DA amounts to
xj ÞÑ Bj , Bj ÞÑ ´xj.
Local cohomology arises in two ways in the study of MApβq: in connec-
tion with the dimension of the space of solutions, and in the limitations of
functorial description of MApβq via a D-module theoretic pushforward.
For any holonomic DA-module M there is a Zariski open set of C
n on
which M is a connection; we call the rank of this connection the rank of
M . For MApβq, this open set is determined by the non-vanishing of the
A-discriminant, a generalization of the discriminant of a polynomial. In
particular, it does not depend on β; we denote it UA. If A satisfies Con-
dition 4.17.(3) then the connection on UA has rank equal to the simpli-
cial volume in Rd of the convex hull of the origin and the columns of A,
[GGZ87, GZK89, Ado94]. Indeed, the hypothesis implies that the semigroup
ring SA is Cohen–Macaulay by Hochster’s theorem [Hoc72], and this allows a
certain spectral sequence to degenerate, which determines the rank. In fact,
one can even produce the solutions often in explicit forms, by writing down
suitable hypergeometric series and proving convergence [GGZ87, SST00].
In the absence of Condition 4.17.(3), the situation can be more interesting
since then there may be choices of β with the effect of changing the rank
[MMW05]. That the possibility of changing rank exists at all was discovered
in [ST98]. A certain Koszul-like complex based on the Euler operators Ei
that appeared in [MMW05] can be used to substitute for the (now not
degenerating) spectral sequence.
A natural question is which parameters β will show a change in rank.
Because of basic principles, the rank at special β can only go up [MMW05].
Since SA is A-graded via degApBjq “ aj P ZA, so are its local cohomology







the Zariski closure of the union of all A-degrees of nonzero elements in a
local cohomology module with i ă d. Note that the union of these degrees
can be seen as witnesses to the failure of SA being Cohen–Macaulay: the
union is empty if and only if SA has full depth. In generalization of the
implication of equal rank for all β in the Cohen–Macaulay case, it is shown
in [MMW05] that
rrkpMApβq ą volpAqs ô rβ P EAs.
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Consider now the monomial map
φA : T̃ ÝÑ Ĉn,
t ÞÑ pta1 , . . . , tanq
induced by A. The map is an isomorphism onto the image by Condition
4.17.(1), and its closure is the toric variety XA. On T̃ one has for each β
the (regular) connection Lβ “ DT{DT ¨ ttiBti ` βiud1. In [GKZ90], Gelfand,
Kapranov and Zelevinsky proved that if β is sufficiently generic then the
Fourier–Laplace transform FLpMApβqq agrees with the D-module direct im-
age ϕ`pLβq, where the set of “good” β forms the complement of a countably
infinite and locally finite hyperplane arrangement called the resonant param-
eters, and given by all LA-shifts of the bounding hyperplanes of the cone
CA. In [SW09] this result was refined and completed to an equivalence
rMApβq “ ϕ`pLβqs ô rβ is not strongly resonants.
Here, following [SW09], β P Cd is strongly resonant if and only if there




Bj pSAq containing β in the
Zariski closure of its A-degrees. (Since the local cohomology modules here
are not coherent, being strongly resonant is more special than being in the
Zariski closure of the A-degrees of the direct sum). Some further improve-
ments have been made in [Ste19b, Ste19a].
Remark 4.18. As it turns out, when Conditions 4.17 are in force in full
strength, then certainMApβq, including the case β “ 0, are not just a regular
DA-module but in fact carry a mixed Hodge module structure in the sense of
Saito, [Sai90]. The Hodge and weight filtrations of hypergeometric systems
have been studied in [RS20, Rei14, RW], showing connections to intersection
homology of toric varieties. See [RSSW21] for a survey. ˛
4.3.3. Milnor fibers and torsion in the Jacobian ring. Let f be a non-unit
in R “ Crx1, . . . , xns and put X :“ Cn “ SpecpRq. By the ideal Jf we mean
the ideal generated by the partial derivatives BfBx1 , . . . ,
Bf
Bxn ; this ideal varies
with the choice of coordinate system in which we calculate. In contrast, the
Jacobian ideal Jacpfq “ Jf ` pfq is independent.
If x P Varpfq, let Bpx, εq denote the ε-ball around x P Varpfq Ď Cn. Milnor
[Mil68] proved that the diffeomorphism type of the open real manifold
Mf,x,t,ε “ Bpx, εq X Varpf ´ tq
is independent of ε, t as long as 0 ă |t| ! ε ! 1. Abusing language, for
0 ă t ! ε ! 1 denote by Mf,x the fiber of the bundle
Bpx, εq X ty P Cn | 0 ă |fpyq| ă tu ÝÑ fpyq.
If f has an isolated singularity at x then the Milnor fiberMf,x is a bouquet
of pn´1q-spheres, and Hn´1pMf,x;Cq can be identified non-canonically with
the Jacobian ring R{ Jacpfq as vector space; in particular, the Jacobian ring
“knows” the number of spheres in the bouquet.
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We call f quasi-homogeneous under the weight pw1, . . . , wnq P Qn ifřn
i“1 wi
B
Bxi pfq “ f . In this case, the Jacobian ring acquires a Qrss-module
structure where s acts via the Euler homogeneity, compare [Mal75]. This
is actually true for general isolated singularities, not just in the presence of
homogeneity, and the eigenvalues of the action of s turn out to be the non-
trivial roots of the local Bernstein–Sato polynomial of f at x. The s-action
comes then from the Gauß–Manin connection. Compare also [Sai09, Sai16a,
Mal83, Kas83, Wal15]. Compare [Ste87] for details on the Hodge structure
on the cohomology of the Milnor fiber.
For non-isolated singularities, most of this must break down, sinceR{ Jacpfq
is not Artinian in that case. Suppose from now on that f is homogeneous,
and that x is the origin. Note that now Jacpfq “ Jf ; we abbreviate Mf,x to
Mf “ Varpf ´ 1q. The Jacobian module
H0mpR{Jf q “ tg ` Jf | Dk P N,@i, xki g P Jf u
has been studied in [Pel88, vSW15] for various symmetry properties and
connections with geometry. Note that this finite length module agrees with
the Jacobian ring in the case of an isolated singularity, it can hence be





xidx1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xdxi ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxn
denotes the canonical pn ´ 1q-form on X, then (via residues) every class
in Hn´1pMf ;Cq is of the form gη for suitable g P R, and if g P R is the
smallest degree homogeneous polynomial such that gη represents a chosen
class in Hn´1pMf ;Cq then ´ degpgηq{degpfq is a root of the Bernstein–Sato
polynomial of f , [Wal05]. Suppose the singular locus of f is (at most) 1-
dimensional. Then by [Sai16b, Wal17, Sai17], with 1 ď k ď d and λ “
expp2π
?
´1k{dq, the following holds:
dimCrH0mpRn{ Jacpfqqsd´n`k ď dimC grHodgen´2 pHn´1pMf ;Cqλq,
where the right hand side indicates the λ-eigenspace of the associated graded
object to the Hodge filtration on Hn´1pMf ;Cq. Dimca and Sticlaru have
used this inequality to study nearly free divisors and pole order filtrations,
[DS19a, DS19b]. It would be interesting to find more general inequalities of
this type. The above estimate is based on local cohomology of logarithmic
forms introduced in [Sai80]; such modules have been calculated in [DSS`13]
for generic hyperplane arrangements. See [Wal15] for more connections to
monodromy and zeta-functions.
4.4. Lyubeznik numbers. Let pR,m,kq be a commutative regular local
Noetherian ring of dimension n that contains its residue field. For any ideal
I of R, Lyubeznik proved in [Lyu93b] that the k-dimension
λi,jpR, Iq :“ dimkpExtiRpk,Hn´jI pRqqq
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is for each i, j P N only a function of R{I and so does not depend on the
presentation of R{I as a quotient of a regular local ring.
In his seminal paper, Lyubeznik also showed that λi,jpR, Iq agrees with
the socle dimension in H impHn´jI pRqq, and hence with the i-th Bass number
of Hn´jI pRq with respect to m. In fact, H impH
n´j
I pRqq is the direct sum
of λi,jpR{Iq many copies of ERpkq, the injective hull of k when viewed as
R-module.
It follows from the local cohomology interpretation that λi,jpR, Iq “
λi,jpR̂, IR̂q is invariant under completion. By the Cohen structure theorems,
every complete local Noetherian ring containing its residue field is the quo-
tient of a complete regular Noetherian local ring containing its residue field.
One can thus define for every local Noetherian ring A the pi, jq-Lyubeznik
number
λi,jpAq :“ λi,jpR, Iq
via any surjection R ։ R{I “ Â from a complete regular ring R onto the
completion of A.
Notation 4.19. Throughout this subsection, pR,m,kq is a regular local ring
containing its residue field, R̂ its completion along m, and I an ideal of R
such that A “ R{I. Set d :“ dimpAq. Field extensions R ❀ K bk R have
no impact on the Lyubeznik numbers, so that one can always assume k to
be algebraically or separably closed if necessary. Moreover, since ΓIpMq “
Γ?IpMq, one may assume that A is reduced. ˛
By Grothendieck’s vanishing theorem, λi,jpAq is zero if j ă 0, and by the
depth sensitivity of local cohomology, λi,jpAq “ 0 if j ą dimpAq, [ILL`07].
By construction, the dimension of the support of Hn´jI pRq is contained in
the variety of I, so that λi,jpAq “ 0 for all i ą d.




λ0,0pAq . . . λ0,dpAq
...
...
λd,0pAq . . . λd,dpAq
˛
‹‚
It has been shown in [HS93] in the case charpRq ą 0, and then in [Lyu93b]
when Q Ď k that the injective dimension of HkI pRq is always bounded above
by the dimension of its support. However, it is standard that the support of
H
n´j
I pRq is contained in a variety of dimension at most j. This implies that
the nonzero entries of ΛpAq are on or above the main diagonal of ΛpAq.
There is a Grothendieck spectral sequence
H impHjI pRqq ùñ H i`jm pRq.(4.4.0.1)
It follows directly from this spectral sequence that
‚ the alternating sum ři,jp´1qi`jλi,jpAq equals 1;
‚ λ0,dpAq “ λ1,dpAq “ 0 for all A unless dimpAq ď 1;
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‚ if R{I is a complete intersection, then λi,jpAq vanishes unless i “
j “ d. (We say that the Lyubeznik table is trivial).
‚ Moreover, following [AMY18] let ρjpAq :“ ´δ0,j `
řd´j
i“0 λi,i`jpAq
be the reduced sum along the j-th super-diagonal in ΛpAq, where
δ denotes the Kronecker-δ. Then ρdpAq is always zero, and) non-
vanishing of ρjpAq implies that of either ρj´1pAq or ρj`1pAq, compare
[NnBSW19].
In characteristic p ą 0, the (iterated) Frobenius functor sends a free reso-
lution of the ideal I to a free resolution of the Frobenius power Irp
es. As
the Frobenius powers of I are cofinal with the usual powers, HkI pRq “ 0
whenever k exceeds the projective dimension of R{I. In particular, if I is
perfect (i.e., R{I is Cohen–Macaulay), the Lyubeznik table of R{I is trivial
in positive characteristic. In characteristic zero, this is not so; for example,
the Lyubeznik table for the (perfect) ideal of the 2 ˆ 2 minors of a 2 ˆ 3





0 0 0 1 0
¨ 0 0 0 0
¨ ¨ 0 0 1
¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
as one sees from the fact that I is 3-generated and H3I pRq “ ERpkq, compare
Example 2.14, or the computations in [Wal99].
Definition 4.20. The highest Lyubeznik number of A is λd,dpAq. ˛
It follows directly from the spectral sequence that for d ď 1, only λd,dpAq
is nonzero (and thus equal to 1).
Lyubeznik proved in [Lyu93b] that λd,dpAq is always positive. For 2-
dimensional complete local rings, with separably closed residue field, it was
shown in [Wal01b, Kaw00] that the Lyubeznik table is independent of the









where t is the number of components of the punctured spectrum of A. In any
dimension d, the number λd,dpAq is 1 if A is analytically normal [Lyu93b]
or has Serre’s condition S2 [Kaw02]. On the other hand, λd,dpAq can be 1
without A being Cohen–Macaulay or even S2, [Kaw02].
More generally, consider the Hochster–Huneke graph of A: the vertices
of HHpAq are the d-dimensional primes of A and an edge links two such
primes if the height of their sum is 1. Then Zhang, generalizing the case
d ď 2 from [Wal01b] and the case charpkq ą 0 from [Lyu06a], proved (in
a characteristic-independent way) in [Lyu06a, Zha07] that λd,dpAq agrees
with the number of connected components of HHpAq. The main result in
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[Zha07] has been extended to mixed characteristic in [Zha21b]. See also
[MS12, Sch09a] for more on the relationship between connectedness and the
structure of local cohomology.
4.4.1. Combinatorial cases and topology. If I is a monomial ideal, then Al-
varez, Vahidi and Yanagawa [Yan03, AMV14, AM15, AMY18] have obtained
the following results:
‚ Lyubeznik numbers of monomial ideals relate to linear strands of the
minimal free resolution of their Alexander duals;
‚ If A is sequentially Cohen–Macaulay (i.e., every ExtiRpA,Rq is zero
or Cohen–Macaulay of dimension i) then both in characteristic p ą 0
and also if I is monomial then the Lyubeznik table is trivial.
‚ there are Thom–Sebastiani type results for Lyubeznik tables of mono-
mial ideals in disjoint sets of variables.
‚ Lyubeznik numbers of Stanley–Reisner rings are topological invari-
ants attached to the underlying simplicial complex.
In a different direction, consider the case when Ir,s,t is the ideal generated
by the pt ` 1q ˆ pt ` 1q minors of an r ˆ s matrix of indeterminates over
the field k. In positive characteristic, the Cohen–Macaulayness of R{I im-
plies triviality of the Lyubeznik table. In characteristic zero, however, these
numbers carry interesting combinatorial information related to representa-
tions of the general linear group. Lörincz and Raicu proved in [LR20] the




λi,jpAr,s,tq ¨ qi ¨ wj


























There is a similar formula for the case r “ s ą t.
We now turn to topological interpretations on Lyubeznik tables. The
earliest such results were formulated by Garćıa López and Sabbah. Suppose
A has an isolated singularity at m. Then Hn´jI pRq is m-torsion for n´ j ‰
d. Hence, by the spectral sequence (4.4.0.1), ΛpAq is concentrated in the
top row and the rightmost column, and there are equalities λ0,j ` δj`1,d “
λj`1,d, using again Kronecker notation. It is shown in [GLS98] that, if the
coefficient field is C, then λ0,j equals the C-dimension of the topological
local cohomology group of the analytic space SpecpV q with support in the
vertex m.
This result was then generalized by Blickle and Bondu as follows. Sup-
pose (over C) that the constant sheaf on the spectrum of A is self-dual in
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the sense of Verdier outside the vertex m. This is the case when m is an
isolated singularity, but it also occurs in more general cases. For example,
on a hypersurface f “ 0 this condition is equivalent to the Bernstein–Sato
polynomial of f having no other integral root but ´1, and ´1 occurring
with multiplicity one, [Tor09]. Blickle and Bondu prove in [BB05] that in
this situation the same interpretation of ΛpAq can be made as in the article
by Garćıa López and Sabbah. In parallel, they also show that if the field has
finite characteristic, a corresponding interpretation can be made in terms of
local étale cohomology with supports at the vertex.
Lyubeznik numbers also contain information on connectedness of alge-
braic varieties. For example, as mentioned before, for dimpAq “ 2 over a
separably closed field, the Lyubeznik table is entirely characterized by the
number of connected components of the 2-dimensional part of the punctured
spectrum.
Suppose A is equidimensional, with separably closed coefficient field k.
Denote by κpAq the connectedness dimension of A, the smallest dimension
t of a subvariety Y in SpecpAq whose removal leads to a disconnection.
Núñez-Betancourt, Spiroff and Witt discuss in [NnBSW19] the relationship
between the number κpAq and the vanishing of certain Lyubeznik numbers.
Their results generalize a consequence of the Second Vanishing Theorem
that can be phrased as: Hn´1I pRq “ 0 if and only if κpAq ‰ 0. To be precise,
they show for an equidimensional ring A:
‚ rκpAq ě 1s ðñ rλ0,1pAq “ 0s;
‚ rκpAq ě 2s ðñ rλ0,1pAq “ λ1,2pAq “ 0s;
‚ for i ă dimpAq, rκpAq ě is ðù rλ0,1pAq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λi´1,ipAq “ 0s.
Earlier, Dao and Takagi, inspired by remarks of Varbaro, showed that over
any field, Serre’s condition S3 implies that λd´1,d “ 0, [DT16], while in
increasing generality it was shown in [Wal01b, Lyu06a, Zha07] that rκpAq ě
dimpAq ´ 1s ô rλd,dpAq “ 1s. In [RWZ21] are some other results on the
effect of Serre’s conditions pStq on ΛpAq.
4.4.2. Projective Lyubeznik numbers. Suppose X “ Xk is a projective vari-
ety of dimension d´1, with embedding ι : X ãÑ P :“ Pn´1k via sections of the
line bundle L “ ι˚pOPp1qq. With this embedding comes a global coordinate
ring Γ˚pPq of P and a homogeneous ideal defining the cone CpXq over X
in the corresponding affine space. Let R be the localization of Γ˚pPq at the
vertex, and let I be the ideal defining the germ of CpXq in R. A natural
question is to ask:
Problem 4.21. To what extent are the Lyubeznik numbers of R{I dependent
on the embedding ι? ˛
Certainly, if two such cones pR, Iq and pR1, I 1q arise from one another by an
automorphism of P, then the attached Lyubeznik tables are equal. It is less
clear from the definitions whether two embeddings that produce the same
sheaf L on X, or at least the same element in the Picard group, should give
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the same Lyubeznik tables. And even more difficult is the question whether
ι, ι1 should give rise to equal Lyubeznik tables when Lι ‰ Lι1 in the Picard
group.
We say that ΛpXq ( or just λi,jpXq) is projective if each cone derived
from a projective embedding of X produces the same Λ-table (or at least
the same λi,j). Positive known results include the following:
‚ If dimpXq ď 1 then ΛpXq is projective by [Wal01b], since then each
cone ring is at most 2-dimensional, and connectedness of the punc-
tured d-dimensional spectrum of R{I is equivalent to connectedness
of the pd ´ 1q-dimensional part of X.
‚ If X is smooth and k “ C, then each cone has an isolated singularity,
so that the Lyubeznik numbers can be expressed in terms of topo-
logical local cohomology as in [GLS98]. Switala proves in [Swi15]
that these data are actually intrinsic to X, appearing as cokernels of
the cup product with the Chern class of the embedding on singular
cohomology of X. By independence of Lyubeznik numbers under
field extensions, this also works when just Q Ď k.
‚ Since λ0,1pAq “ 0 is equivalent to Hn´1I pRq “ 0, which in turn is
equivalent to connectedness of the punctured spectrum of A, λ0,1pXq
is projective.
‚ Similarly, the simultaneous vanishing of λ0,1, λ1,2, . . . , λi´1,i is pro-
jective since it measures by [NnBSW19] the connectedness dimen-
sion of the cone, which corresponds to connectedness dimension of
X itself.
Consider the module Ei,jpιq :“ Extn´iR pExt
n´j
R pR{I,ΩRq,ΩRq where ΩR is
the canonical module of R. In [Zha11], Zhang proves that in finite charac-
teristic, the degree zero part of Ei,jpιq supports a natural action of Frobenius,
whose stable part is independent of ι and has k-dimension λi,jpR{Iq. In par-
ticular, Λ is projective in positive characteristic.
In characteristic zero, after base change to C, the modules H impHn´jI pRqq
have a natural structure as mixed Hodge modules. This has been exploited
in [RSW21] to prove that in this setting, on the level of constructible sheaves
via the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence,
λi,jpR{Iq “ dimCH iτ !pH´jpDQCq.
Here, QC is the constant sheaf on the cone C “ CpXq under any embedding
ofX, D is Verdier duality (corresponding to holonomic duality), pH is taking
perverse cohomology (corresponding to usual cohomology for D-modules
via the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence) and τ ! is the exceptional inverse
image for constructible sheaves under the embedding τ of the vertex into
the cone. One can then recast this as the dimension of the cohomology
of a certain related sheaf on the punctured cone, and this cohomology is
the middle term in an exact sequence whose other terms are kernels and
cokerels of the Chern class of Lι on certain sheaves on X. These sheaves are
relatives of, but not always equal to, intersection cohomology of X. This
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difference is then exploited to construct examples of (reducible) varieties
whose Lyubeznik numbers are not projective. In [Wan20], the construction
was modified to yield irreducible ones with non-projective Λ-table.
The construction of [RSW21] starts with a variety whose Picard number
is greater than one, and from it constructs a suitable X. In [RWZ21] it is
shown that if the rational Picard group of X is Q then almost all Lyubeznik
numbers of X are projective. In particular, this applies to determinantal
varieties so that the Lörincz–Raicu computation in [LR20] determines the
vast majority of the entries of the Lyubeznik tables for such varieties under
all embeddings.
Remark 4.22. A similar set (to Lyubeznik numbers) of invariants is intro-
duced in [Bri20] (but see also [Swi17b]). It is shown that if I is an ideal
in a polynomial ring over the complex numbers then the Čech-to-de Rham
spectral sequence whose abutment is the reduced singular cohomology of the
complement of the variety of I has terms on page two that do not depend
on the embedding of the variety of I into an affine space, at least when
suitably re-indexed. Using algebraic de Rham cohomology, this is actually
shown over all fields of characteristic zero. These Čech–de Rham numbers
are further investigated in [RWZ21] from the viewpoint of projectivity since,
if I is homogeneous, one can ask to what extent these numbers are defined
by the associated projective variety (rather than the affine cone). [RWZ21]
studies their behavior under Veronese maps, and the degeneration of the
spectral sequence. ˛
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